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CHAPTER I 
THE PURPOSE, NEED, AND SCOPE OF THE SURVEY 
The need for a comparative study, state by state, was 
felt when it was observed by those in the field of Special 
Education in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts that 
1) a number of established Special Classes had been 
discontinued. 
2) a sharp and continued decline in the number of new 
recruits to the teaching-field, resulting in the 
closing of teacher-training classes in Special 
Education .. 
3) a loss of salary differential for certified Special 
Class teachers, during the post-war salary ad-
justments .. 
4) a loss of the coordinated testing and referral ser-
vice of the I~ssachusetts Traveling Clinice 
5) the misapplication of the policy of meeting indi-
vidual differences in the regular grades. 
6) the increase of publications showing increased 
interest and progressive development in the field of :; !! 
I' 
Special Education in other states as compared with the !i 
apparent decline of interest and support of such 
education in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts once 
considered a pioneer in this field .. 
.I 
II 
il 
I ,I 
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7) a marked increase in the number of children who seemed:: 
!: 
---- - -·-·--
----···- - .. -- - -· 
for one reason or another not to be able to conform 
to the present school program and who were in need of 
examination, buidance and specialized training ad-
justed to their individual needs. 
v!ith these trends observed in 11-~assachusetts, the plight 
of the Special Classes was brought to the attention of the 
!i Commissioner of Education, Mr. John Desmond. The teachers 
,I 
felt these observations pointed to the need for a re-
examination of the function, status and future needs of 
Special Education in ~~ssachusetts, in light of the national-
trend .. 
A revie'lrl shm11ed the prevailing theory of meeting indi-
vidual differences in the regular grades had undermined the 
well-organized structure of Special Classes; the growth of 
the remedial movement had taken many fine teachers from the 
Special Class Field, whose training and experience could not 
be replaced. Everyone recognizes the Special Class area as 
an invaluable source and proving-ground for research and the 
development of educational techniques. The remedial field 
:! offered the added incentive of recognized professional 
:i 
stature to these teachers. 
In llliassachusetts the precedent of a salary differential 
for Special Class teachers had been established '111Then such 
Classes were inaugurated .. Teachers with special training for 
I 
d 
I 
I' ;r 
I' 
" '! 
this \"fork receive from ~~100 to 1~300 a year in addition to the 1 
regular salary schedule in recognition of the demanding 
d nature of the work el 
d 
il 
This policy continued until, and on through the \Jar -
,. 
I 
·· until it 'IIvas unconsciously lost, absorbed or eradicated in the 
., 
I 
general salary adjustment in the education field during the 
post-war period. Granted the Special Class teacher fared as 
v1ell as other teachers - but the most serious aftermath of the 
loss of a tangible, monetary inducement was an acute shortage 
q 
: of replacement for Special Class teachers. Fe1111, if any, 
:! trainees showed interest in preparing for this important 
fielde As a result, teacher-training classes for Special 
Education were forced to close - until only Boston University 
1 and Boston Teachers College - the first a private insti-
tution, the second exclusively for the City of Boston -
offered such training - with none offered in any of the 
Massachusetts State Teachers Colleges., 
1commomvealth of Massachusetts, Manual for Spe<"!ial Classes. 
!t Department of Education, Boston, Massachusetts, 1928, revised 
1932. P .. 5. 
); 
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!I 
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In 1948 the General La~>vs of ~!Iassachusetts, Chapter 70, 
't•Ias revised placing state-aid on a "per-pupil" rather than a 
"per-teacher" basis. 11-~ost cities and towns then revised 
their policy of distributing state-aid money and eliminated 
the salary differential of Special Class teachers 'ttihich they 
had used as a salary-subsidy from the State. 
In the light of these findings it was felt necessary to 
re-establish the differential as a state-subsidy by amending 
the existing statute which makes Special Classes mandatory. 
Commissioner Desmond then set the figure for the proposed n 
salary-differential at ~!~500. The purpose of such legislation 
was: 
1) to attract new and qualified personnel to this 
specialized, important and challenging field of 
education., 11 
2) to provide an incentive to experienced ~pecial 
Class Teachers to remain in the field rather 
than return to the regular classroom which does 
not present the variety of problems. 
3) to provide tangible recognition of and added 
remuneration for, the professional services 
of those whose qualifications fulfill the 
requirements for Certification in the Field 
of Special Education, as established in 1939. 
To justify asking for the passage of this proposed 
legislation, it was felt there should be a complete, factual 
and up-to-date report of what was being done in the other 
states for the education of the mentally retarded in the 
public schools, specifically in regard to recent legislation 
providing state-aid or stating salary-policy in the field of 
- . --. 
··--- --~ -· --
,I 
l1 i, 
II 
Special Education.1 
The purpose of the study., To establish the position of 
Massachusetts in Special Education in relation to the nation-
'V'Jide trend, it was felt there v'las a definite need to broaden 
the scope of the inquiry to include information on vocational 
rehabilitation for mentally retarded children, most recent 
legislative provisions for any type of handicapped, to show 
a comparative study of the interest in the needs of the 
mentally retarded as against the provisions made for other 
types of handicap.. The author, concerned for years by this 
problem hoped that such a study would establish statistics on: 
l) the number of states with legislation providing 
Special Education for the mentally retarded in 
the public school systems .. 
2) the number mf states providing financial aid to a 
probram of Special Education. 
3) the nu~ber of states with legislation providing a 
salary-differential to teachers of the mentally 
retarded in the public schools. 
4) the number of states that have enacted legislation 
dealing with the education of the mentally retarded 
in recent years (1945-1950) - and the nature of such 
legislation - to determine or measure the amount 
of interest in the field of Special Education and 
whether such interest is on the increase or decrease. 
5) the number of states using the provisions of the 
recently enacted Federal Act for the Vocational 
Rehabilitation of 1943 (P.L. 113). 
I 
II :, __ __,_ ___ _ 
1
"Reimbursements and Full rpime Service of Teachers," 
General Laws Helating to Education, Chapter 27, Section 2, 
1946, Department of Education, Boston, Massachusetts, l947o 
t P .. 40 .. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEV\T OF' THE LIT!!:RATURE 
Introduction 
When Legislation is finally enacted, the person or 
persons who made the survey of the problem, established the 
philosophy of need, formulated the pleasings -- are too often 
forgotten .. 
In tribute to all the unnamed contributors, here are 
reviewed some of the well-known and little-known facts of the 
earliest legislation on behalf of the mentally retarded. 
It is nationally accepted and acclaimed that the first 
school for the feebleminded was established in I~ssachusetts 
in 1848 .. 
It is known that the first legislation passed in United 
!i 
!I States for the feebleminded or retarded was a Resolve in 
April, 1846, creating a "Commission to Inquire into the 
Condition of the Idiots of the Commonwealth .. " 
It is not generally realized, as stated by Brockett,l 
that in 1846, in New Yori:, concurrently with lilia.ssachusetts, 
Senator Backus of New York introduced legislation urging the 
necessity of an institution for idiots. His efforts were 
defeated .. 
!Linus Pierpont Brockett, M.D., nidiots and the Efforts 
for Their Improvement," 
i; 
il ,, 
II 
li 
li 
1\ 
The Massachusetts Report, 1 the first of such a Com-
mission, was made in 1847. It reads in part, "House Document 
i 
152- Report in Part by Samuel G. Howe, M.D., to which is 
Appended a letter by George Sumner, on the School for Idiots 
in Paris,n Boston, 1947 .. 
il 
:i 
'I 
:I 
i: 
I' 
The report on a survey of 171 towns, population 345,285 J! 
states that 543 idiots were found by observation alone. Of !i 
this number 204 male and 339 female & "Only 169 under 25 years di 
I il 
of' age were found ready for instructions and education., 
Report concludes that of 1000 dis~overed idiots, at least 
The i' 
F ;! 
!, 
II 
I! 300 would be ready for instruction and urged establishment il 
. I, 
11 of an experimental group. :1 
lj It was the appended letter from Geo;trge Sumner, brilliant \J 
I! :1 li ·Massachusetts lawyer and philanthropist, reporting his study 
i' 
II 
:! 
'I 
!I ,, 
II 
1: 
I 
of provisions for the education of idiots in Europe that was 
to be the dynamic factor in obtaining legislation .. He 
vividly and accurately described the work of Dr .. Edward 
Sequin in Paris and Bicetre, reviewing in detail the pro-
cedures of the organization for the care and successful 
training of feebleminded children, conclusively demonstrating 
the necessity for experimentation in education and training 
for these children .. 
It was George Sumner who gave us the philosophy that 
!Feebleminded and Epileptics 1856-1924 Pamphlets, 
lf~ssachusetts State Library, Boston {cut from Barnard's 
American Journal of Education, May 1856, Hartford, 
Connecticut.) p. 2 .. 
i: 
;: 
~-.:-as t;o be the cornerstone of legislation, not only the 
mentc.lly rete.:rd.ed, but for all exoeptiDnal children .. 
For othel" nat;ions, t;he education of t;he clee..f, the 
bl , t~he infirm in :tnt;ellect, may be regarded. as 
a phllanthropic provision, or as a corn:pliai.ent to 
ci viliza:tion.-- for re~;ublics; 1 t is an impol .. te.nt 
duty -- the necessary result !Jf the principle on 
'tthicb. 1'-Je cJ:>e fm.:mc.ed, ancl. by i.·?hich irJe el"'e sustaineC., 
II tho n•"·1 x·:c"'l..,..,J- A ro•"' ~u.,1-inoll - + .~ ""CJ' ·f:n "'!~~"""i"ir-~ .("'"*"" -- ... .!:;" ~, ,,... ~· .1. J t;) v !lid'\;;:;~ u (wt, ...... ;...! u v \'7; " t.--:-- J 
one - not as a pr•i vilege -- but a a a r•l.E;::ht -- the 
full c'lovelopmen'c of ell his f'e.cul t;ies .. 
of ] egi~E~lation for educ~.tion of mentally l"'etardecl in the 
2 
public schools, Hollingsvrorth- stetes that it W'es throur~;h 
the ene.ctment of Cowpul :1~ry Educ~.tion Lc.~::s thpt 11 the 
l no:t"'m&l chilCi cJ1(J. the echool ~Jere fox~ceO. into a relucte.nt 
,I 
recognit n of each other". 
tes CommiRcioner of EC!.ucation, culled at1..Antinn to ,,:hat 
he designt=l.ted the 11 pedalogical misfits 11 in St .. LouiE" l::n.r~ the 
11 educational 'EOrlrl 
I' 
to any effective interest 
at that 
t!peci.;;>.l cl e.sres for ~teficient children in the 1:mbl 
seems to hr:ve been f:lrst introc.ucect publicly· 
tes.chers &.c z.. p:r.oft?r:~sions:J. group by August; Schenck, 
Det-;r·oit, in 18?8, in e.n add:t"ess before the Am~ri<v .. n TeE:.chers 1 
-·-------
1sta.te Library .... House Document 152 - .e\pr:tl, 184? ... 
Bost;on J.,eg:tsletive lrull Repo~f.'t 1 Senate Docuraent 51, I;f6'?~ch, 
lstf8., 
2Leta S .. Holline:s't'JOrth, The Psychology nf Subno~ 
ChildreJ3, The l4ac1:~11J.::,n, Con:rpany, NeT:! Yorlt, 19~0.. 2?1-2? 
r 
Association. Acting on this idea, Dr. Andrew Rickoff, 
Superintendent of Schools for the city of Cleveland, es-
tablished two special classes in Cleveland, limiting them 
to children who presented disciplinary problems. Chicago 
followed in 1892, New York in 1895. 
ji 
I! 
i: 
i! 
i! 
:I 
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I! 
I' 
In 1894 William Seymour Munroe1 called attention to the :1 
I! 
li 
II q 
j 
il 
d 
i' li 
!I 
!I 
n i; 
II 
" 
;I 
fact that "in a number of larger cities in America today, 
the question~ segregating the mentally deficient children 
from the children with normal capacities is forcing itself 
upon the attention of school officials .. " 
His sympathetic plea for further establishment of such 
classes was based on professional knowledge and personal 
observation. From his studies in California, based on ob-
servation of 10,842 school children, he characterized them 
according to: 
1. number of pupils observed 10,842 
2 .. number with irregularities in features 318 
number \<lith irregularities in movement 312 
number with irregularities in speech 345 
number maimed or paralyzed 98 
number with history of "fits" in school 46 
7. number of low nutrition, pale, thin, delicate 754 
1\1\Tilliam Seymour .Munroe, "Feebleminded Children in the 
Public Schools,n Feebleminded and Epileptics, Pamphlets, 
1856-1924, State Library, Boston (read before the Association 
of Medical Officers of American Institutions for Idiots and 
Feebleminded Persons, Wayne, Indiana, ~~y, 1894. 
( '·~ ---·-~-- ---- ---"- __ " ____ -::::::;_ __ ---=--='·,,::;:;:·- ~- .......::-----:-·.:::.:.::..:...--=--·:....::._ __ ::_-_ 
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S. number of mentally dull in school 1,054 
9. number feebly-gifted mentally 26S 
10. number of imbeciles or idiots 6 
Although this test was in no way scientific or con-
clusive it showed that children with deranged nervous mechan~ 
ism, distorted perception, slight power of attention, un-
certain memory and weak will power are admitted to the same 
school and subjected to the same methods and course of study 
as the normal healthy child in the community. He suggested 
that many in publif schools could be more economically and 
wisely trained in special institutions (classes) than in 
State Schools and many more, who although not positively 
feeble-minded, skirt the border of abnormality, and because 
of their large number, nearly 10% of the whole school en-
rollment, should receive the thoughtfull attention of 
teachers and specialists. 
His findings indicate that feebleminded children are to 
be found in school but probably unrecognized as true mentally 
abnormal and that there must be a change in some of the old 
ideas regarding proper educational benefits for the feeble-
minded, namely the 10% who are incompetent of defectixe in 
some degree. His constructive suggestions pointed out that 
ac-
quaint our teachers with the character of the mental defects 
and disorder (the normal schools in Germany include this as 
part of the professional training for all teachers), 2) such 
general discussions of needs and methods of training feeble 
minded children that the prejudices of parents may be over-
come., 
Munroe then cites the intelligent work of Dr. George 
Shuttleworth in the elementary schools of London as an example· 
to be followed in America, whereby in the larger cities and 
towns some segregation will be possible, where a "specialist" 
might take classes of the "Mentally dull" and feebly-gifted 
mentally, and give them such individual instruction as their 
peculiar defect requires. 
As Instructor of Pedagagical Psychology in the State 
Normal School at ~lestfield, Massachusetts, he was able to put 
into practice some of the procedures he had observed in 
Europe, concerning organization and methods of teaching. His 
teachings had much to do with the first such Special Class 
organized within a public school system in Springfield, 
~~ssachusetts, in 1898. 
At this same time, Dr. Walter E. Fennald, having demon-
strated the successful training of feebleminded in the State 
Schools turned his attention to the training of the mentally 
retarded in the community and to the establishment of 
SJecial Classes for them in the public school systems. 
Dr. Fernald was largely responsible for the establishmm 
of the first Special Class in America, in Providence, Rhode 
Island, in 1896. In the same year, he found that one-third 
of the referrals to State Schools came from Superintendents 
!I 
i 
li 
I 
i: 
il' 
l p 
!i 
or teachers. This served to intensify his efforts to 
the scope of educational organization to provide specialized 
training for the mentally retarded in the public school 
system. il d li 
He carried this particular cause to the New England I! 
School Superintendents when they assembled in 1897. 
II 
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i! 
to them on "Feeble Minded Children" he not only ll"eviewed 
the mental and physical characteristiis of the obviously 
feeble-minded and the various terminology used to describe 
the varying degree of mental deficiency, but remarked that 
"careful observation of a large number of school children, 
both in Europe and in this country, had shown the existence 
of a relatively large class of children who, while not 
actually imbecile, are so deficient mentally or 'backward', 
as to be incapable of profiting by ordinary school methods. 
In our Massachusetts village and city schools one or more of 
these backward pupils are to be found in each of the lower 
classes in every primary school. For every idiot or imbecile 
,, 
:! in the community no doubt '!I'Ve have at least five or more of 
I! 
•' these backward children., 
:! 
11 
:, 
" It 
ii ~ I 
Based on his own study and the primary teachers' con-
tribution on observation of this type of child, Dr. Fernald 
characterized their school performance thus: "They are apt 
1
1 to be iilattenti ve, dull and listless, easily fatigued 
mentally, to lose interest quickly and perhaps prone to 
attacks of bad temper and stubbornness. The discipline books 
i 
i 
: 
of the teacher is largely a record of her vain attempt to 
11 check their seeming willfulness. They like to tease and i 
annoy small children." 
Their school history and progress he described thus:l 
The backward child falls behind in his class, 
spending two or three years in each grade and drags 
along in the various grades of the school, being 
promoted only when he becomes too tall to occupy 
the benches designed for smaller children, until 
he ends his school career thoroughly unfitted for 
the stress of life. 
He concluded that it is probably that a large portion 
of these children are found later in life in the class of 
social failures and incapables, if not in the ranks of the 
insane, inebriates or criminals. 
These recognized distinct type of mental deficiency 
differs only in degree from the grosser types - the cardinal 
features of the imbeciles - inferiority of physical organ-
ization, undeveloped special senses, defective motor power, 
weak will, feeble powers of attention and observation, moral 
obtuseness or obliquity - in lesser degree, these are the 
almost invariable characteristics of backward children. And 
with these children it is probably that the mental dullness 
and the bodily defects are as truly the visible expression 
lwalter E .. Fernald, M.D .. "Should the Scope of the Public 
Schools be Broadened as to Take in All the Children Capable 
of Education? If So, How Should This be Done?" Pamphlet 
No .. 8.. Feeble Minded and Epileptics - Pamphlets. 1856-1924, 
State Library, Boston, ~~ssachusetts 
I 
II 
it 
consequence of definite imperfection or damage to the 
central nervous system as with the actual feeble-minded. 
is not expected that mere intellectual training will over-
come mental dullness depending upon such a sequence. 
il 
J! In order to have satisfactory mental development there 
p [, 
1: 
I !; 
il 
must be systematic development of the powers of attention, 
observation, volition, judgment and general intelligence by 
means of carefully adapted educational methods. Dr. Fernald 
concluded that whenever possible these mentally dull children 
should be taken out of the schools and placed in Special 
Glasses with experienced teachers and intelligent medical 
supervision. He cited the European Plan in connection with 
the public schools, by which selection of pupils was made 
after a probation of two years in ordinary schools and it 
was based on teacher recommendation after observation of 
the deficiency, approved by an expert medical officer. It 
was hoped that this arrangement would eventually sift out 
the entire class of abnormal children and that a large pro-
portion of the backward children would be fitted to return 
the public schools, while the less hopeful cases could be 
transferred to schools for the feeble-minded. 
to 
He envisioned that in a few years, in every American 
such Special Glasses would be established where the mentally 
exceptional children would be able to receive the treatment 
and instruction needed at an age when such training is most 
beneficial without going away from home. 
ii 
il 
I! 
il 
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He further elaborated on the flexibility of organization I' 
I 
of such Glasses in 1903 when he said,1 
These Special Glasses can be quickly and easily 
organized and increased in number, making a very 
flexible system of providing and extending facili-
ties for training defectives. They do not involve 
the expenditures of large sums of money for the 
construction of large institutional plants" The 
actual expense of such training is largely assessed 
upon the local community receiving the benefit. 
Many other states at this time were establishing Com-
missions to view and compare what provisions existed for the 
IJ I, 
care and custody of Idiots and Defectives • • • such as :1 
New Jersey, Ohio, Illinois and Pennsylvania. It is unfortu-
nate that delinquency in many reports became so closely 
associated with defectives. It did much to undermine the 
early efforts for constructive action and provision for the 
education and training of the true mental defectives. In 
some reports, designed primarily to awaken public enthusiasm 
to institutional programs for custodial cases "delinquent" 
and "defective" were used interchangeably ••• such as in 
the Cincinnati Report, "The Ji"eeble-minded - Cincinnati's 
Problem, 1915.n In it "MORANS A SERIOUS MENACE" in ominous 
bold type with no qualification of the statement appears. 
It states that the moron can pass as normal among laymen, no 
lFernald, ~., p. 9. 
2Juvenile Protective Association of Cincinnati, "A 
Study of the F'eeble-minded; Cincinnati's Problem,u 1915, 
28 p., Feeble-minded and Epileptics. pamphlets, 1856-1925, 
State Library, Boston, Massachusetts. 
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matter what physical age or size. He is always a child in 
his power of discrimination, of planning, of self-control 
il 
and of initiative. I! ,! 
I' 
I' In this study striving to ascertain the type o:f training 1 p 
to be adopted, the need for custodial care and segregation is 
stressed .. In answer to the question "Should Segregation be 
Voluntary or Compulsory?" it answers - "The state must be 
given power to segregate. Society will be forced to compel 
its defective members to submit to colonization for its own 
protection.. The state should have the right to demand 
segregation of those who are dependent and delinquent .. " 
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It should not pass without notice that the whole educational p p 
'!program for mental defectives in America was greatl.;y influenced i. 
II 
libY the developments in Europe, especially in England. As early li 
.; 
::as 1899 1 permissive powers w·ere given to the districts for the II 
"!education of defective and epilectics leading to the all-enoom-
[passing Mental Deficiency Act of 19131 providing for a program 
il 
'I !:total care and training of all mental defectives, from detailed 
1:census to after-care and supervision of all types. 1j 
'• 
j ~ Many of its features 1r1ere incorporated in the State Program1 
p 
'las 
:; 
I; 
outlined by Dr. Fernald. 
.·up to 1919, he concluded:-
In summarizing \"lhat states had done! 
1: 
:\ 
!I 
I 
!' 
l: 
ll 
2
1) nearly every state has made a beginning. ' 
) development in different states varys in degree and math~ .• 
11 
!I 
3) no state has as yet officially formulated a plan for i! 
reaching all the feeble-minded in the state. I! 
4) safe to say no state has yet officially taken cognizance 
of 10% of the mental defectives in the state •. 5t no state has ascertained the number of such. 
6) ree,son for laclt of a formal program is that it is one n 
that::;oannot be expressed in any single piece of legisla- !J 
tion. 1 
ii 
In his Report as Chairman of the Special Commission relativ~ 
i 
to the Control, Custody and Treatment of Defectives, 
,, 
Criminals : 
l 
and Misdemeanants, Feb. 1919, Dr. Fernald suggested that a 
sponsored program must have: 
l) a complete and continuing census of the uncarea-for 
feeble-minded of the whole state - Central Registry 
2) data furnished by physicians, clinics,. social workers, 
town officers, teachers. 
r 1 Walter E. Fernald, "A State Program for the Care of' the 
'lvl:entall,r Defeotiven' B'nlltlti.n of !~ase 0 Deryt e :!:t1:~ntal D:tse~A:leS ,, 
!Vol. IV, 1:-To. 2 s Al')!':l.l 19~0 ( l"'ead e.t the Child \·lelfare Confer- -:~nee called by the Children's Bureau, Dept. of Labor, Washing-
:ton, D .. a., £.'I~ty, 1919) 
I 
3) clinical diagnosis 
4) centre.l gove:t ... nment e:uthority would haYe local._repre-
sentation. These peripheral workers could be made 
efficient by use of suitable manuals .. 
5) these local representatives of the Central Bureau 
~J"ould serve as advisers, sponsors, for pupils leaving 
Special Classes .. 
6) heal.th examinations could be extended to mental. ex--
amination of those in school obviously retarded in 
school development; those children 3 or more years 
reta1 .. ded in school worlt to be examined~~. II 
7) establish a class in cities and tow·ns over 5t000 11 
havi11g 10 such children~~ · 
Dr. Fernald stressed the degree of development in a given 'I 
' 
state depends on existing knowledge, public sentiment on the su~~ 
ject in tbat state, this, in turn, measured by the wisdom and e~t 
:perience of the responsible officerso II II 
i' 
These suggestions were incorporated in recommendations for II 
legislation and resulted in the important laws "~tThich he.ve becom,j 
d 
the basis of ou:t .. Special Education Program in !-1assachuaetts, es-11 
'I 
tablishing: i( !J 
n 
'I 
I) l) ~:~~~~1 c:~~=t~~ retarded children~~ jj 
I' 2)~ :j 
:
1
·
1
-.--
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B Clinice.l Services - 1.0 Points of Inquiry l,i,. 
- Special Classes in the Public Schools . p 
:1 One notable emission in the legislative provisions is that il 
.!of the local representatives of the Central Bureau \iho 't..rere to-e 1, 
1,\ serve as supervisors and guidance directors of the retarded II 
:
1children in and out of Special Classeso The need for this type j( 
1jof' service was the basis of Arthur Lord's survey re~ative to theil 
Chil-L tFurther Care and Supervision
1 
of Certain lvf.entally Retarded 
;:dren in the Public Schools e 11 The establishment of this service 
.I 
11----,~--
:i 1 Massa.chusetts Legislative Document, House 1200, 193~,, 
'!Boston. I 
!J !, 
il I. 
!I 
!I 
II il ~ ---- .... . - d-~-- ~--. 
I! 
li-·-·-~~----
'1 II 
!I 
:I 
ll 
again recommended in l93l~y a Commission and legislation, 
formulated providing: nA visiting teacher devoting the 1r1hole 
his time to the guidance of the mentally retarded 
other special groups shall be deemed a teacher of the 
1 
public schools. 1' It goes without saying that through lack of. 
insight and foresight this bill was defeated •. So Massachusetts 
I! 
11 in 1953 is still in the same dilemma the,t it was in 1933 as re--': 
,, 11 
I· I il gards guidance and after-school pl.a.cement for pupils of the ji 
11.! special classes., There is as yet no state at.\thorized education~l !' 
\\ al plan providing guidance 1 placement and f oll.ow-up of chi ldren1\( 
j, !i 
1: who have attended the special classes.. I/ 
!1 II 
jl 1,·,, 
,! 
II 
!I 
d 
!I 
i \i 
11 
u 
:! 
1 Massachusetts Legislative Document, Senate No. 3, 1933,, 
ton, State Library., 
THE LAW TO DETERMINE THE NU1'4BER OF MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN 
IN MASSACHUSETTS AND TO PROVIDE FOR THEIR INSTRUCTION:! 
II 
The school committee of every tovm shall annually ascer- 'I 
tain, under regulations prescribed by the department and the 1: 
department of mental diseases, the number of children three li 
years or more retarded in mental development in attendance /1 
upon its public schools, or of school age and resident therein., :i 
At the beginning of each school year, the committee of every !I 
town where there are ten or more such children shall establish ii 
special classes for their instruction according to their mental1! 
attainments, under regulations prescribed by the department" !1 
A child appearing to be mentally retarded in any less degree ;! 
may, upon request of the superintendent of schools of the town 1: 
where he attends school, be examined under such regulations as 1: 
may be prescribed by the department and the department of i j! 
mental diseases. No child under the control of the department 1! 
of public welfare or of the child welfare division or the :i 
institutions department or the city of Boston, who is three !1
1 years or more retarded in mental development within the 
meaning of this section, shall after complaint made by the ll 
school committee to the department of public 'I.'~Telfare or said :1 
,, division, be placed in a to1.m which is not required to maintain 1 
11 a special class as provided for in this section .. ' 1: 
!I 
ll 
;I 
;, 
j! 
q 
l! 
•I 
!I 
ii 
lMassachusetts General Laws, Chapter 71, Section 46, en-
acted 1919 (as amended 1922, chapter 231; 1931, chapter 35g, 
1941' 194,4)" 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE - PART II 
Because the value of a survey such as this, lies 
:I chiefly in its timeliness, efforts have been concentrated on 
I 
il 
i! 
·I 
a review of the existing and proposed provisions, rather 
than those of the past. 
The Review is specifically confined to existing legis-
lation or proposed legislative provisions and policies that 
would indicate a trend to a uniform or accepted policy in 
behalf of the mentally retarded in public schools. 
Concerning the numbe-r of states 'livho have and are en-
acting legislation providing special education for the 
mentally retarded in public schools, the most recent and 
most complete report is that of Elise lV"!artens, "State 
Legislation for Education of Exceptional Children.nl 
As Bess Goodykoontz states in the Foreward, 
As far as is known, no comprehensive study of 
this kind has ever been published. To be sure, 
legislative progress has been made from time to 
time in printed documents and compilations of laws 
have been made. But this report, it is believed, 
is unique, in presenting and analyzing salient 
features of state legislation for the education 
of exceptional children and in drawing therefrom 
certain summaries and conclusions. 2 
lElise H. Ma.rtens,"State Legislation for Education of 
Exceptional Children,"Federal Security Agency, Office of 
Education, Washington, D.C., 1949 (Bulletin No.2), 61 p. 
2Ibid., p .. 2. 
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(a) to present highlights of State Legislative pro-
visions for the education of exceptional 
children .. 
(b) to analyze and interpret provisions. 
(c) to suggest basic elements that should be enacted 
in a state program. 
The study does not deal with programs carried on by 
Rehabilitation agencies, but it does consider pro-
visions made for handicapped youth in secondary 
schools, which may comprise specific vocational 
training. 
Study limited specifically to instructional 
services or functions of cooperating agencies in 
related fields .. 
Children considered are those so different in mental, 
,; 
physical or emotional characteristics that special educationa~i 
I 
provisions must be made. I! 
I! The Tables appearing in the original bulletin covering t~e 
I 
basic legal provisions for l!lt.ate-aided programs, are ~eproduced !I 
L 
:I 
on pga$.28-32, showing comparative provisions for the physicallil 
:I 
and mentally handicapped. 
By far the greater number of states providing st9.te aid ., 
it 
specify that all or most types of physically ~Andicapped be serled. 
28 states maJte this pr~vision (as sho1ttn in Tables) !J 
18 states specify special financial assistance for the 1i 
education of both physically and mentally handicapped4 
Iii; is to be noted tha.t there are 4 bases for state-aid: il 
n ,, 
L 
!I 
I 
II 
I! 
1. excess cost to a fixed amount 
2. funds for administrative allotment 
3. amount per teaching unit 
4. total cost of education 
:: 
. --·- IL_ 
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Ba1ic legal p'l"ovisiom forr State-aided prrogrrams of special education in local school disl.rrkts-1948 
State 
Arizona----------
Ax kansas---------
California--------
Children specified by law 
Crippled in Pima County and Maricopa County __ 
Physically handicapped (except those enrolled 
at State schools for deaf and blind). 
Physically handicapped --------------------
Permissive (P) or 
Mandatory ( M) 
M--------------------
p --------------------
p1 -------------------
Basis of annual State aid 
Special appropriation for administrative use. 
Excess cost up to·$200 per pupil in residence; up 
to $350 per nonresident. 
Excess cost up to $400 per unit of average daily 
attendance. ~ 
Mentally retarded ------------------------ M for 15 or more pupils __ _ 75 percent of excess cost, but not to exceed $75 g 
per unit of average daily attendance. ~ 
ColoradO--------- Physically handicapped ______ ..;_____________ P -------------------- Special appropriation for administrative allot- ~ 
ment; up to $300 for nonresident pupil; total 0 
cost of home and hospital instruction. "'1 
Physically handicapped: % of disbursements of ~ 
' 
Connecticut------- Educationally exceptional children __________ _ 
Florida----------
Illinois __________ _ 
Indiana----------· 
Iowa ____________ .. 
Exceptional children: physical, mental, or emo· 
tiona! deviates. 
Physically handicapped --------------------
Maladjusted ----------------------------
Mentally handicapped ---------------------
Handicapped children, with physical or mental 
disability (except totally blind or deaf, eligible 
for residential schools). 
Physically handicapped, emotionally malad-
justed, or inteiiectually incapable (excluding 
P; M for 7 or more chi!· 
dren upon petition of 
parents and approval of 
State Board of Educa· 
tion. 
M, insofar as practicable--
p --------------------
p --------------------___________________ _ 
p ___________________ _ 
C") 
town for their education, but not to exceed $200 1:>3 
per resident pupil, and $300 per nonresident. j 
Children with two defects may be counted 0 
twice. (Mentally handicapped: no State aid.) ~ 
10 or more exceptional children considered one n 
instruction unit in apportionment of State funds. ll1 
Excess cost up to $300 per pupil. ~ 
Excess cost up to $190 per pupil. .., 
Excess cost up to $250 per pupil. Z 
Excess cost. 
P -------------------- Special appropriation for equitable reimburse· 
ment for excess cost per pupil, to be made by 
1 But "any school district which does not maintain facilities for the education of physically handicapped minors shall enter into a contract with a. school district in the 
same county maintaining such facilities" or any other county. Deering's California Codes, 19601.2. 
,J 
., 
i 
' 
those for whom special institutions are pro· 
vided). 
KentuckY--------- Physically handicapped-------------------- P --------------------
Mentally handicapped -------------------- P --------------------
Louisiana--------- Crippled or physically disabled--------------- P --------------------
Maine----------- Physically handicapped -------------------- P; M for local school 
board to request State 
services upon petition of 
parents of 5 or more 
children. 
Maryland_________ Physically handicapped ------------------- P --------------------
Mentally handicapped --------------------- P --------------------
Massachusetts----- Physically handicapped -------------------- M--------------------
Michigan--------- Physically handicapped -------------------- P --------------------
Minnesota________ Deaf ---------------------------------- P; M upon petition of par-
ents of 8 children and 
with approval of State 
Commissioner of Educa· 
tion. 
administrative allotment. 
For deaf children: $20 per month per child. 
Excess cost up to $275 per pupil. 
Excess cost up to $125 per pupil. 
Special appropriation for administrative allotment. 
Excess cost up to $200 per pupil in residence and 
$350 per nonresident pupil. 
Approved cost up to $200 per pupil. 
Each special class considered a separate unit in 
determining equalization fund for county. (Bal- ~ 
tim ore not included.) i:;,j 
Total cost of classes for deaf in 6 towns. &:; 
Special appropriation for other groups for ad- 8 
ministrative allotment. T§l 
For reimbursable expenditures. up to $200 per § 
pupil in residence and $300 per nonresident o 
pupil. Z 
Total reimbursement for speech-defective, home· 
hound, and hospitalized. 
Excess cost not to exceed $250 per resident pupil, 
$400 per nonresident. 
Blind ---------------------------------- ----d<>----------------- Excess cost not to exceed $300 per resident pupil, 
$450 per nonresident. 
Crippled ------------------------------- ----dO----------------- Excess cost not to exceed $250 per pupil for home· 
or class instruction. ~ 
ij 
,, 
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Btuic legal proviBionsfor State-aided programs of special education in local school districts-1948 (Continued) e» 
0 
State 
Minnesota _______ _ 
(Continued) 
Missouri---------· 
Children specified by law 
Permissive (P) or 
Mandatory ( M) 
Speech-defective ------------------------- ----dO-----------------
Subnormal----------------------------------dO-----------------
Physically handicapped -------------------- P -------------------
Mentally deficient or mentally retarded________ P; M for 10 or more chil· 
dren. 
Nebraska_________ Deaf ---------------------------------- P --------------------
New Jerser-------· Physically handicapped-------------------, P; M for 10 or more chil-
dren. 
Subnormal----------------------------------dO-----------------
Basis of annual State aid 
Excess cost not to exceed $1500 for each teacher. 
Excess cost not to exceed $100 per pupil. 
Excess cost not to exceed per pupil allowance of: 
$300 for orthopedically handicapped. 
$250 for deaf and hard-of-hearing. M 
E $225 for blind and partially seeing. ...... 
$20 for speech-defectives. § 
$100 for mentally deficient and mentally re· o 
tarded. Z 
$150 to $300 per pupil, depending upon the size ~ 
of the class. ~ 
One-half of excess cost as approved by Commis- ~ 
sioner of Education. ::i 
Each special class considered a special unit in o 
apportionment of Stat6- funds. ~ 
New Mexico-- ----· Crippled ------------------------------- P -------------------- An additional teacher allowed in apportionment of 
State funds for each 5 to 15 crippled children; £ 
and an additional teacher for each additional15 ~ 
crippled children or major fraction thereof. ..., 
New York________ Physically handicapped -------------------- P; M for 10 or more chi!- $800 for each approved special class ;2 one-half of ~ 
dren. cost incurred for individual cases. 
Mentally retarded ------------------------ ----dO----------------- $800 for each approved special class. 
Delinquents ----------------------------- ____ do _________________ ------dO--------------------------------
North Carolina----· Physically handicapped -------------------- P -------------------- Equitable reimbursement for excess cost of in· 
struction. 
Mentally handicapped --------------------- P -------------------- ............ dO--------------------
:1 Quota for classes of fewer than 10 is $80 per pupil. 

,. 
Ohio------------· Physically handicapped ------------------- P; M for crippled upon 
direction of State Super-
intendent of Public In-
struction. 
Slow-learning ---------------------- P --------------------
Oklahoma________ Physically handicapped -------------------- P -------------------
Excess cost up to $300 per pupil; plus transpor· 
tation costs and $250 per pupil for maintenance 
of nonresident pupils. 
$1,000 per teaching unit of 24 or more pupils 
served by a teacher on circuit. 
$750 per teaching unit of 12 pupils, plus cost of 
transportation of nonresid~nt pupils. 
(Children with multiple defects may be counted 
for each defect.) 
Excess cost up to $200 per pupil ; plus transporta· 
tion and boarding (up to $250) for non-resi· 
dent pupils. 
Mentally handicapped -------------------- P -------------------
Oregon----------· Physically handicapped -------------------- M (with approval of State 
Superintendent of Pub-
lic Instruction). 
$750 per teaching unit of not less than 6 children; ~ 
plus transportation and boarding (up to $250) .. 
for nonresident pupils. ~ 
Excess cost up to 1 ~ times the per capita cost of ~ 
educating nonhandicapped children. rn 
Maladjusted (exclusive of mental retardation) __ P -------------------- ______ do--------------------------------
Pennsylvania______ Physically handicapped -------------------- M for 10 or more children_ $30 per pupil in average daily membership of 
class; for home instruction, an amount deter· 
mined by applying State financial formula. 
Mentally handicapped -----------~--------- ____ do_________________ $20 per pupil in average daily membership of 
class. 
South DU:eta-----· Crippled in hospitals -------------------- P -------------------- Special appropriation for administrative allotment. 
Tennessee ________ Physically handicapped (excluding those eli- P ______________ _: _____ Special appropriationforadministrativeallotment. 
gible for State schools for blind and deaf). 
Texas-----------· Physically handicapped (except those eligible P -------------------- Excess cost up to $200 per pupil. 
for State schools). 
Virginia---------· Not specified by law.3 ---------------------- P -------------------- Special appropriation :for administrative aiiotment. 
a Classes for "blind and partially blind" children are operated jointly by loa! school boards ll.lld the Virginia Commission for the Blind. 
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Basic legal provisions /or State-aided pr..ograms of special education in local scho~l districts-1948 (Continued) ~ 
State Children specified by law 
Permissive (P) or 
Mandatory (M) Basis of annual State aid 
Washington_______ Physically handicapped -------------------- p -------------------- Administrative allocations made from special 
West Virginia_____ Home-hound crippled children -------------- P --------------------Wisconsin ________ Ph · 11 h d" d P 
ys1ca y an xcappe -------------------- --------------------
funds. 
Special appropriation for administrative allotment. 
Reimbursement for amount expended, as approved 
by the State Superintendent; full cost of trans- g 
portation and maintenance for nonresident n 
pupils. ~ 
Mentally handicapped --------------------- P -------------------- ______ do-------------------------------- ~ 
Wyoming _______ -:- Physically handicapped -------------------- M (upon State Board of All necessary expenses allowed by State Board of o 
"':! Education's approval). Education; full cost of home instruction. 
Mentally handicapped --------------------- ____ do_________________ Special appropriation for administrative allotment. ~ 
1:>1 
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Specific reference to the Special Gl~ss Teacher, and the 
policy of Special Salary or Differential .. 
i 
u From the out set, ~of educational planning for the mentally 
It 
n 
1i retarded, it has been recognized that the teacher best 
' 
p 
,r 
!j 
li 
!j 
!t >, 
!I 
qualified for this work should be considered a specialist, as 
stated by Dr. George Shuttleworth in England in 1893 con-
cerning class organization: "Segregation would be possible in 
'i large cities and towns where a specialist might take the 
i' !; classes of the mentally dull and feebly-gifted and give them ' 1\. 
,, 
I 
!, ll such individual instruction as their peculiar defect requires!'~: 
I' 
II 
/! 
I· 
I 
Munroe {mentioned previously) in 1894 stressed sci-
entific and systematic teacher-preparation for those to deal 
II 
\\ tdth this type of child whom he felt "should be placed in a 
ii 
i: 
I' !' 
special class with experienced teachers.u 
That special salary for Special Glass Teachers had 
j' been considered from the beginning of Special Education and 
I' 
>I j; 
li 
!l 
I ,! 
,; 
I! 
' 
was practiced in Massachusetts is attested by the remarks of 
Dr. George Wallace in 191g: 
With the spread of the knowledge of the Feeble-
minded problem, there has been a great demand for in-
creased provisions by school systems for Special 
Glasses. These classes are becoming a powerful 
solution in the problem. The teachers for these 
11 classes are selected for superior ability. Their 
!I 
II 
I> 
fi 
If il 
I, ,, 
i: 
I, 
ii 
,!i 
i! 
:1 
., 
il remuneration is greater than that of teachers in 
1/ the ordinary grades, thus giving permanency to their !I 
11 work, making it possible for a teacher to have the :i 
\1 same group of children under observation for a \1
1
· 
11 period of years.. , 
!i 11 
1, ·I I' I, 
II loeorge L .. vilallace M.D.. "lt,eeb1emin,.ded whi.Qh Can be I! 
lj Cared for ~n the Gommun!t y, n :Sulletin o!· i~1ass. , Department of 1 
!J lVienta1 Diseases, 1917-18, Vole 1-2,· p. !I 
1: il 
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He also mentions established policy of a local trained i! 
li I' supervisor of these classes .. 
:L il 
·' 
';i 
I I 
II 
I 
!l 
i' 
II 
These classes, all under the general supervision il 
of a trained supervisor and under medical supervision li 
that it provides, make an excellent organization for !l 
caring for defective in the community.. The Super- <~ 
visor of these classes then has the opportunity to j 
: arrive at a fair lonclusion as to what the child needs !I 
11 and accomplishes.. il 
ij I :: II As early as 1910, at the Boston Conference of the 1; 
!j National Educational Association, commenting on education and li 
li 
lj 
' 
training in Special Glasses, Dr.. Henry Goddard spoke at length!.; 
il :; 
on "The Teacher- Last Topic -Most Important." 
"No one can be thoroughly successful with a Special Class 
il 
!! who does not know intimately all the gradations and degrees 
!I 
il ji and peculiarities of the subnormal child. 
d 
These must be 
I; ,, known by actual experience and observation - accompanied by 
patience, love and high purpose towards work."2 As to how to 
obtain teachers, he stressed a model school for training of 
teachers in actual working conditions. Referring to the 
;: Plan inaguarated at Vineland School, New Jersey, he continued: 
"This leads us to a consideration of compensation. It goes 
without saying that great attainments must be highly com-
pensated. We cannot expect a teacher to go into those 
1George L. Wallace, op. cit., p. 127. 
2Henry H. Goddard, "Vu1bat Can the Public Schools Do for 
the Sub-Normal Child?" Journal of Proceedings. National Edu-
cation Association, Boston, 1910, p. 912-919. 
special classes after having devoted her time to this 
special training and i"lork for the same salary. nl 
The wisest thing that Boards of Education can 
do is to make the salary of the special teacher 
distinctly higher than that of the normal teachers 
and thus offer an adequate inducement to good 
people to prepare themselves for this work. It 
should be at least 25% higher than for regular 
grade vrork • 2 
As to the immediate solution of·obtaining teachers, 
he said: 
~en select the most successful teachers from 
first to fourth grades, teachers who love children 
and have all the heart qualities. Such a teacher 
must be placed in charge, be own manager and ex-
pert, and have her judgment accepted. The one 
thing that spoils the work is for a principal to 
require work which cannot be accomplished with 
these children. This, in my judgment, is the ex-
planation of the fail~re of some programs.3 
This philosophy was incorporated into the Special Edu-
cation program of all the large cities and communities. Our 
foremost supervisors andtteachers have been trained under 
Dr. Goddard at Vineland. 
Later in his book "School Training of Defective Children' 
Dr. Goddard reported on the polyc of differential by stating 
that, 
At least two states are proposing a salary 
scale such as the following: The teachers of the 
ungraded class who become properly qualified to 
receive a bonus of ~100 .. 00 the first year, "200 .. 00 
the second year, $300.00 the third year until it 
lHenry H. Goddard, op. cit., p. 
2Henry H. Goddard, op. cit., p. 
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becomes $500.00. This is in1addition to the regular salary of the grade teacher. 
Dr. J. Wallace tvallin, another great pioneer in Special 
Education, in 1914, commented on the training of teachers and 
their recognition as follows: 
In order to obtain teachers and supervisors who 
are properly qualified to carry on the work according 
to these ideals, it is necessary to offer higher 
salaries for special class work than for regular 
grade work so that teachers may be induced properly 
to prepare themselves for this highly specialized 
form of service.~ 
He even classified classes as to Ungraded, Backward, 
Borderline or Restoration. He added: 
Teachers ·and supervisors should qualify for 
these classes by pursuing courses similar to 
those required in special schools (institutions) 
and should be given an increase in salary. These 
teachers must be extremely versatile.3 
Dr. Wallin also said in his earlier study of Special 
Classes, 
75% of the cities answering my questionnaire in 
1913 pa~d a differential (salary) varying from 
:;p50'to 4PJOO·a year, while 8% gave no increase, and 
the others failed to supply information.,4 
!Henry H. Goddard, op. cit., p. 
2J .E. Wallace Wallin, "Problems of Subnormality, n .1,\iew 
York: World Book Company, 1917, p. 
3t'lallin, i.6id. , p. 
4J.E. Wallace Wallin, Child Study Club Report, "Spe~ial 
Education in the United States, "Rochester, J.'Je't'i York, 1928, 
Board of Education, p. 19. 
I' 
d 
The United States Bureau of Education did not take 
census of Special Classes prior to 1913. But in its first 
report it pointed out that the most crying need was for 
specially qualified teachers in this field. 
According to the United States Bureau of Education, 
~~ssachusetts reported 123 Special Classes in 1919. 
I, 
In 1931, I 
Massachusetts reported 600 teachers of Special Classes with 
over 10,000 children enrolled, indicating the rapid growth of 
this program .. 
This increase in Special Classes in Massachusetts was 
facilitated by a recognized policy of salary differential 
for Special Class teachers. The following statement is to 
11 be found in the first Course of Study and Manual of Adminis-
tration published in 1927, revised and reprinted in 1931 by 
the Massachusetts State Department of Education: "Teachers 
with training for special class work should receive ~100 or 
I 
i 
;200 at least in addition to the regular salary schedule .. nl 
"School officials should require that all new teachers 
employed shall have been graduated from a normal school or a 
teachers college, with the addition of at least one year ot 
the equivalent of specialized training in teaching retarded 
children.,n2 
lcommonwealth of Massachusetts, nlv!anual for Special 
Classes - Department of Education, Boston, 1931, p. 5. 
'l ;, 
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Regulation No. 9 II 
II i' A person to be employed as a special class teacher shall I' meet the following qualifications: 
II 
I 
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He shall be a graduate of a state teachers college, 
or other approved college (four-year course), with at 
least one year's training (30 credits in approved 
course's) in the special class field.. These courses 
are as follows: 
Courses 
Industrial Arts ., ., .. • • o ., ., • • • • • 
Manual Arts • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ., .. .. .. ., 
Domestic Arts .. .. .. e ., • • • o • .. • • 
Psychology of Subnormal Children and 
Psychology of Unadjusted Children .. • • o 
Special Class Methods o • • • o • o o ., • 
Mental Testing (Special Class) ... ., ., • 
Practice Teaching (Special Class) e o • ., 
Observation (Special Class) ....... . 
Science (Special Class) • • ., • • .. .. o ., 
Total 
Or 
Credits 
3 
3 
2 
6 
6 
4 
2 
2 
2 
30 credit 
He shall have had three year's successful classroom 
experience as a regularly appointed teacher. If such 
a teacher has not previously received credit in the 
following courses, he shall obtain such credit within 
a period of three years after his election as a 
teacher of special classes, until 12 such credits 
shall have been earned: !l 
!: 
Psychology of Subnormal Children • • • • • 2 
Special Class Methods o • • • • • e • o • 2 
Tests and Measurements .. o • • • • .. • • • 2 
Industrial Arts • • ., .. • " • • o .. .. • o 2 
credits!: 
creditsii 
credits! 
credits! 
credits!: 
credits!i 
Manual Arts • .. • • .. .. • • • • • • • o .. 2 
Domestic Arts o • o • o .. .. • • • • o • • 2 
f 
lliJale teachers may substitute 
or Industrial Arts in place 
2 credits in Manual Arts )1 
of Domestic Arts. ,; 
.;j 
I· 
1: 
:I 
- -------
. -- --" .. , . ._ ____ . 
Requirement of the specialized training in form 
Certification was made mandatory in 1938 when Regulation 
r; was incorporated into the existing Regulations Prescdbed by 
I 
J! the Department of Education (Chapter 71, Chapter 46, G .. L.) 
under which Cities and Towns shall establish Special Classes 
for children three or more years retarded. 
In regard to State policy of Special Sa[ary of differ-
ential, Dr .. Thomas Haines,1 National Director, Division of 
Mental Deficiency, The National Committee for Mental Hygiene, i! 
d 
J.i 
in 1924, pointed out that at the outset of providing instruc- I! 
tions and training facilities for the mentally handicapped 
in the public schools, opposition was encountered on the 
grounds of expense. A type of program which demands the 
best trained teachers for the least promising children in a 
redu~ed class of eighteen, involves an increase of expendi-
11 tures that at once sets up a barrier in the minds of school 
fl 
:1 boards and Superintendents, making the initiation of such a 
d program difficult. 
!I II Some states encouraged local boards to provide such a 
li 
1! program by authorizing State Board of Education and State 
' 
Treasurer to pay a certain proportion of the salaries of i: 
li 
teachers of Special Classes, or to pay a given sum for each i! 
II 
:I 
.;[ 
1Thomas He Haines, M .. D., ttState La~<'ITS Relating to Special I! 
Classes and Schools for Mentally Handicapped in Public ii 
Schools, n Mental Hygiene, Vol .. IX, No. 3, July, 1925.. !I 
!J 
properly qualified pupil attending a properly organized 
Special Class. Notably among them were: 
Minnesota - 1915-1921, $100 per mental subnormal child 
Missouri - 1919, $750 per teacher of Special Classes, 
(not to exceed 2/3 of the salary of 
such teacher properly trained) 
1\Jew York - 1923, one-hal!' of the salary of each teacher 
(not to exceed $1000 per teacher) 
Pennsylvania - 1919, one-half the total expense of 
every Special Class. 
Wisconsin - 1,917~ One-third the salary (not to exceed 
l!P300} G 
Dr .. Haines noted that in nct:one of the four states that 
ranked highest in incidence of special-class opportunities 
(Wyoming, Massachusetts, IJiichigan, 111ew Jersey) or in the 
District of Columbia was any provision for special state aid 
to be fo6nd. From his survey he felt that state-aid was not 
the prerequisite for organization of special classes, but 
i 
·I li that sound organization was based on clinical study for de-
!1 termining the needs and guiding the progress. He attributed 
the outstanding progress in Massachusetts at that time to 
the cooperation of the State Department of Education and the 
Department of Mental Diseases, in the yearly clinical 
examination of all children in public schools retarded three 
or more years in mental development. 
,. 
ii Dr. Hanies concluded that the most urgent need in 
smaller communities and rural areas was not primarily for 
state funds, but for expert supervision by specially trained 
I 
1' teachers who understand the needs of the mentally handicapped 
I 
' ~~ ....::..;::~;;_---:: -,i.- .. ~ _.::..:::._;:.-=.._--:::--:: 
He stressed the need for a mental health program to under-
take a clinical study of the needs of all problem children, 
adequate clinical services for schools. For he felt the 
definition of such problems is not educational work - but 
medico-psychological - and belongs to a clinic. 
The most comprehensive report on city policy in regard 
to salary differential for teachers of the mentally retarded 
was that of the Rochester Report, prepared by the Child Study 
Club in 1928.. This was a comparative report of Special Edu-
cation in United States, covering ~ew York dities and towns 
and those cities over 100,000 nation-wide .. 
Of the 19 New York cities and towns answering the report,!' 
13 had a higher salary range for Special Class teachers than 
for the regular elementary teachers, varying from 2 .. 32% to 
21% higher .. 
New York City highest with 
1 city paid 
1 city paid 
4 cities paid 
5 cities paid 
1 city paid 
1 city paid 
$456 more 
$400 more 
#300 more 
$200 more 
~100 more 
$50 more 
No more 
In addition to the salary differential, ma~y cities re-
ported higher minimum salaries, and many reported higher 
maximum salaries, and larger annual increments. 
In 15 of the 21 cities over 100,000 ansv11ering the 
;
1 report, the differentials varied from $600 to ~plOO., 
1 city ;6oo more, Patterson, ~.Y. 
1 city $500 more 
1 city i456 more 
II 
il li 
3 cities $300 more 
2 cities $200 more 
1 city '198 more 
1 city $192 more (Boston) 
4 cities $100 more 
6 cities No more 
Some cities reported a higher minimum salary: 
$432 higher,- New York City 
$300 higher - Jersey City, Philadelphia, Trenton $288 higher p Boston 
$200 higher - Detroit, Scranton, Patterson 
$100 higher - Chicago, Toledo, Dayton, Minneapolisl 
Dayton, Ohio, reported a progressive differential for 
Special Class Teachers, with ~PlOO more for the first year$ 
$150 more for the second, ~200 more for three years. 
The policy of hiring only experienced teachers for 
Special Classes no doubt had an effect on these beginning 
salaries. Super-maximums, varying from ~100 to $500 were 
reported in seven of the largest cities - attributable, no 
doubt, to length and quality of service and extra pre-
paration. (see Table 16.) 
The office of Education, Washington, D.C., published a 
report by Robert W., Kunzig, on "Public School Education of 
A-Typical Children.n Comparing the salaries of Special 
Class Teachers with regular teachers, Kunzig says: "It 
seems reasonable that teachers of special classes should 
,, 
ij' 
L ;! 
!: II 
:t !; 
p 
receive larger salaries if special qualification are demanded.il 
! 
1Board of Education, Rochester, New York, Report on 
Special Education in the United States, 1928. 
.I 
'I 
,, 
. 1l 
il f! ,, 
and this appears to be the tendency at this time,nl 
Salaries of teachers for a-typical are 13% higher than those 
of elementary. Of 56 cities contacted, 44. had higher median 
for Special Class teachers. The greatest di.fferential l'.ras in : 
New York City - 4~678.. The findings of the Kunzig Report are 
similar to those of the Rochester Report. 
In the Report on Special Education, 'White House Con-
ference, 1930, Dr. Berry says: 
The salary range .for teachers in the special 
:1 school is higher in many places than that of the 
1 teachers in the corresponding grades in the regular 
11 school system. Ad_ditional compensation is allol'red 
in some instances because of the exacting nature 
of the work without reference to experience or 
training - J50 to $500 a year above those teachers 
li in corresponding grades in the regular school systems. 2 
:l 
' \' 
tl 
! 
lRobert liif. Kunzig, "Public School Education of A-Typical· 
Children," United States Office of Education, Bulletin 10 - : 
1931 ' p. 13 7. /I 
2charles Scott Berry, Report on Special Education, \Jhite 
House Conference, Child Health and Protection, Century Book 
Company, New York, 1931, p. 75. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE ON SALARY DIFFERENTIAL 
From 1945 on, this policy of paying differential to 
Special Class teachers seemed to be either eradicated or 
questioned. Granted that during the war years and contin-
uing through this period there was a rapid rise in all 
salaries, higher maximums, war adjustments, cost of living 
bonuses and innovation of the Single Salary Scales, yet 
there was an acute shortage of special class teachers. 
An analysis of Special Class policy was undertaken to 
reveal any factors which might contribute to this shortage. 
Mary T. Donahue in ~An Appeal For The Special Class", 1 re-
viewed some of the factors, "As or 1947, none of the younger 
college students are going into spacial education. Six or 
seven years ago, so great was the n~ber applying to take 
the course at Salem Teachers College, only training course 
in Massachusetts, only those possessing the most desirable 
personality traits and scholarship records were admitted." 
Whether or not this dec~ine in paying salary differen-
tial affected their decision, many of these trained teachers, 
when openings came in the elementary field, left Special 
Education. With the advent of war in 1941 and shortage in 
the elementary field the enrollment in Special Class Educa-
tion at Salem Teachers College dropped pitifully. 
=rMary T. Donahue -An Appeal·for the Special Class, T.PJL 
Massa usetts Teacher - Vol.XXVI,Nov.s, Boston,May 1947 
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Students could not see taking Special Education and 
teaching backward children 9 a job which exacted so much 
patience 9 perseverance and extra preparation, when they 
could easily obtain elementary positions at the very same 
salary. So that in June 1944 9 The Special Education Depart- · 
. ment at Salem Teachers College graduated its last class of 
special teachers - six in number - three began teaching 
special class in Massachusetts." 
Her conclusions as to the closing of the Special Classes 
and the absence of training for Special Class Teachers by 
the Massachusetts Department of Eduoation 9 was based primar-
ily on the observation "that young students were not attrac-
ted to this field of Special Education because they knew 
that Special class teachers did not get an adequate salary 
for the amount of work expected and neces~ary for them to 
do in teaching mentally retarded children." 
In order to foster recruitment of teachers in the 
Special Class field she pointed out 3 "musts"; -
1) We must look on special class teachers as "spec-
ialists~ 
2) We must pay special class teachers a salary in 
kee~ing with their positions, not as teachers, but 
as specialists". 
3) The special education department at Salem Teachers 
College must be opened or else Massachusetts will 
find itself in a very serious predicament in carry-
ing out the law set up by its own legislature to 
care for its mentally retarded children. 
Massachusetts made mandatory class organization t:md 
teacher-training and yet has_allowed its only teacher-
training facilities to close. With this crying need for 
trained special class teachers, it is up to the State of 
Massachusetts, either by setting a standard salary scale 
for special class teachers, or by granting them a bonus 
through state aid, to make this an attractive program." 
It was Miss Donahue who urged "Let's have good legis-
lation for Special Education and let~s make that legislation 
workt" 
The following figures from the Massachusetts Department 
of Education, Division of Special Education, substantiate 
the decrease in classes and teachers: -
1937 - 9,978 pupils enrolled with 608 teachers 
1948 - 7~659 needing training, but only 
6,492 enrolled with 483 teachers 
A survey conducted by the Massachusetts Special Class 
Teachers Association in 1948 revealed that of 210 cities 
and towns, 191 replied as follows: -
66 reported no special classes 
125 cities and towns reported 492 classes 
In regard to salary differentials, a Research Bulletin 
from the Massachusetts Teachers Federation concerning Salary 
Schedules in 1946, 1 reported that Special Class differen-
1William E.,Earle, Salary Report Compiled From J.ia.searah :euJ-
1et.1n:"Special Class Salary Schedules", Massachusetts 
" ~~-= .· -c:-T-eaohe:t"otik-c-F'-ed-era-t4on-r:Bos.t~n.:r-=Oet .. ~,9.46 <~'-"---···- .:..=:=-~=-"---· -. -.. ·c:._. ·=~-=--~.c.::..:..-'·-·==-'-=----
tials were noted 1n 50 out or 92 towns and cities reporting 
schedules .. 
In cities over 100,000 7 out or 8 had policy 
. 1 city paid $147 
2 cities paid $100 
4 cities paid $200 
In cities 30,000 to 100,000 
2 cities paid $50 
8 cities paid $100 
1 city paid $125 
2 cities paid $200 
In cities 2,500 to 29,000 
2 cities paid $50 
15 cities paid $100 
1 city paid $115 
1 city paid $150 · 
10 cities paid $200 
1 city paid $250 
13 out of 20 had policy 
30 out of 65 had policy 
An additional Bulletin from the same Reasearch Bureau 
'-' in 19492reported 18 cities and towns paying a differential: 
4 where Single Salary was in effect 
6 paid ~100 3 paid 150 
8 paid 200 
1 paid "250 
-~-·--------
2Fred E. Pitkin, Massachusetts Salary Schedules, Research 
.BulAeti~. Massachusetts Teachers Federation, Boston, July 
1949 
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~ I ' l 
'i The.t this dil.emm:a over differential for special. class teach,~ 
il !i 
'i il 
ilers -v.ras nation-wide 'lrlas revealed in a Symposium conducted by ii 
!J II 
1/Fre.ncis Lord~ in November 1947 ~ nshould Special Ol.ass Teacher:k 
i[ . 1 11 
j
1
Have a Favorable Salary Differential?" He stated the need thus :li 
'I :;· 
1
: ••The current demand for a single salary schedule aave 1 
II in some cases el.iminated the favorable sal.ary differ-
ii ential. of special class teacherso. It is argued that 
il most teachers of today have special training and do 
ll some type of specialized worke~. Can Special. Education 
i: teachers defertl:, the differential in the face of this 
\! argument ?'1 
il 
II 
ii Six readers of the Journal, each an authority trfhO would hav,~ ! 
lito make a decision ·on this question, 'lrTere asked to submit a brief 
I• i 
,, 
'I 
)i 
I! 
:1 
II 
i' 
I' 
:I f, 
I 
statement of their views regarding favorable salary differentia]~ 
I. 
I 
Hazel Mcintire, Director of Special Education, Columbus,, li 
Ohio - "a higher salary holds the special class teacher. •• !i 
I! 
-I 
Mrs. Helen Conley 9 Special Voce.tional Classes 9 Ft. v'layne ~ il 
Indie.na - nan attractive salary draws able teachers. n 1 
!J 
c.. Stothers~ Depe.rtment of Education~ Toronto, Canada, ii 
"higher qualifications deserve a higher salary. u il 
d 
Anna M. Engel, Director of Special Education, Detroit, Midp. 
"Special children-1 are most difficult to teach." 11 
Ray Graha~t Director of Special Education, State of Illinois, 
n~tra du~"ies warrant extra pay. n ;; 
il 
Only one dissenteds J!FJT& John A. Lemmer, Supt$ of Schools,, 1i 
Esca.ne.bas I-11ch1g_an - 11 I believe tha.taany teacher any field 
should. be given a favore.ble differential for exceptional: 11 
mer:i .. t or except ior...al training. n 
To examine Single Salary Schedule and its affect in regard 
~ j 
o differentials for teachers of the mentally retarded this quae~ 
ion was reviewed in the nAnalys is of Bingle Salary Schedules. '1/ 
This study noted in 1940-41 31.3% cities reported single 
:palary scale, while in 1946-7 63.9% cities reported single s&lar~ 
lfcaleE> 
jl The pres~nt report of 1947, analyzing 452 schedules, states I! 
1that about lOth of the schedules made definite salary provisionJ 
'I I 
lror certain assignments other than administrators, such as teachS,rs 
I ~ ~ ~ ;~t the handicapped, of vocational subjects or athletic coaching./ 
The report also notes that in scheduling salaries other tha~ 
'i 
~~hose of regular classroom teachers - .. Every school system 1nclu4es 
I, ;; 
:i j, la number of employees, whose worlt is indispensable to the worlt o~ 
rl ' 
!! 
~~he classroom teachers 9 who do not fit the basic se.lary classif'i+ 
lbation that applies to most of the professional staff. Salary 
li 
~cheduling for these supplementary positions represents a continl 
n 
:hous problem. 
II 
:i seAs salaries for classroom teachers have begun to appros.ch 
1
1 I !, I 
professional levels and to recognize advanced professional pre--
para.tion, many of the differentials formerly provided for "specia.lu 
:: 
,: 
~ea.chers have been absorbed into the basic salary classes. But 
~here seems no reason to suppose tha.t salary differentials will 
,, /National EC1iication Association, ReaeS!rch Division, :! 
il Anal s i le Salar Schedules 9 Research Bulletin, VoJ..L'CV I! 
, October J.9 • P• 77 , 
Jl I Ibid. P• 78 li 
:! ,, 
!I 
'I 
il 
li 
_-:::::...._-=.,-::;::·.-::,"•Jj_~.-~.--=--_::; 
1!be done a\"'ay l"'i th for certain strategic positions of 
jl administra-!
1 
jl 
:!tive and supervisory 
;l 
jl 
leadership that demand the meeting of special 
!!professional and community responsibilities and pressures., n; 
11 To the question of provisions for salaries for those va.ri-
!ioua positions other than regular classroom teachers---of the 
., 
' 
i452 schedules analyzed:- -
I' 
J4% made no reference to position other than the 
classroom teacher 
17% mentioned salaries fixed individually 
9% definite provisions for special assignments 
41% some provision for salaries of 13specia.l'' subjects 
or classes 
Part of Table 10 is reproduced here to show the extent of 
ilthe positions most frequently mentioned and the percent of dif-
:lferential provided@ Most of the percents in Table 10 are small 
jithey are based in every case upon the entire number of' schedules , 
t; 
1
ia.na.lyzed, and reflect the fact that outside of t,he la.rge cities 
~~the typical practice is still to omit administrative a.:nd special: 
l:aasl.gnmenta from the provisions of a definite salary schedule./ 
··--- _::,_ __ 
·-------·-· 
DIFFER!:NTIAL ABOVE TEACHER SAlARY 
I: II III IV & V (49) (91) (143) ( 169) 
1
Heads of Departments 16.3% 28.6% 19.6% 4.7% 
Supervisors 14.3 14.3 9e8 6s!5 
Teacher of Physically 14.2 2e2 1.4 o.o 
·Handicapped 
Senior High- 12.2 14.3 4.2 le8 
Assistant Principal 
~lementary Principal 12.2 13.2 16.8 8.3 
1 
nspecia.l1' Teachers 12e2 8o8 2.8 o.o 
Coaching Athletics 10.2 18.7: 18.2 13.0 
Teachers of P.1:enta.lly 8.2 1.1 1.4 o.o 
Handicapped 
i!senior High Principals 8.2 7.7 o.o 3.o 
d 
I' 8.2 2.4 l Junior Hisl'fl Principals 9.9 3o5 
':Elementary Head Teacher 8.2 3e3 5.6 o.o 
1 
1
1Vocational 6.1· o.o 2elL 4.1 
GROUP I - Over 100,000 population - 49 schdules analyzed 
GROUP II - 30,000 to 100,000 - 91 schedules analyzed 
GROUP III - 10,000 to 30 1000 - 143 schedules analyzed 
GROUP IV & V - 2500 to 10,000 - 169 schedules analyzed 
1 
'I 
I! 
" 
li 
li 
That this policy has been accepted as an educational 
administrative policy is shown by the Texas reference in re- • 
gard to selecting teachers for the recently organized spec-
ial education program and to assist in their teacher-train-
ing costs and preparation." 
An Administrative Bulletin for the State of Texas in 
2 1946 stated, "If your survey of handicapped-children reveale 
1 Anna M. Engel, Ray Graham - "Principles of Sound Adminis-
tration and Supervision in Special Education", Forty-ninth 
Yearbook, Part II, Education of Exceptional Children -
National Society Study of Education University of Chicago 
Press, 1950 p-26 
2L.A,.Woods - §R§Lcial Education for Exceptional Children in 
Texas~ Division of'Special Education, State Department of 
Education - Austin, 1946 p-21-22 
=-====~-----·--· 
that you have a sufficient number in any school or county 
to justify preparing teachers to handle the problem, and 
you would like to have financial assistance for such work 
next year, let me suggest that you select your outstanding 
teachers who are interested in attending workshops in the 
summer. This office will help reimburse all expenses of 
the teachers who are approved to attend. This can be done 
by the school raising the salary by an amount to cover the 
expense, and this office will then reimburse the school 
for the raises .. " Another letter accompanying application 
for reimbursement explained the salaries of full-time spec-
ial class teachers. "While this office is not setting 
salaries, we suggest that as a minimum, you pay what the 
teacher w~uld draw in an accredited, equalization-aid schooL 
The average in other parts of the nation is from $100 to 
$300 above what the regular teacher dra.ws. 113 
Again stated in Regulations "When special teachers 
have extra expenses, arrangement should be made to pay 
full-time teachers higher salary than if they were teaching 
normal children exclusively. The average salary for special. 
education teachers for the current year is $355 higher than 
the average for regular teachers in Texas." 
As regards California, although no special salary is 
mentioned, regulations suggest that any school administrator 
find different ways and means of giving financial assistance 
:--"-'~--"'=·. ~IQ.1_~=- _Pgo . .,..~() __ c=-~~~==--=--=== =-·~·-.-,;.·.=··=-=..o:=·:o===--'--·. ~= -~~~:=c 
to teachers taking additional courses in special education, 
citing the scholarships and rellowships given by private 
organizations to assist teachers in financing special study 
in the field of the mentally retarded. 
SUMMARY 
The pioneer educators accepted this policy of special 
remuneration for special education teachers as part of a 
sound program of administration. 
Even though the Single Salary Schedule based on equal 
training and preparation makes a controversial issue of a 
differential, the proponents of a salary differential de-
clare it a "must" because of the unusual nature of' the needs 
and services required in Special Education. Some state 
policies reveal it to be an accepted part of their programe 
National Educational policy as analyzed in the Single 
Salary Schedule reveals the policy of' differential· to be in 
practice and justifiable as in other areas of specialized 
servicee 
The current state special education programs are in-
cluding the salary differential in its plans for state 
reimbursemBnt -- either as a differential or as a higher 
minimum or maximum salary. 
,, 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE OF THE SURVEY 
·' 
. '· 
To provide a sound factual basis for the proposed legis- i 
lation in ~~ssachusetts, there had to be a concise, up-to-
date report of what was being done in o~her states for the 
education of the mentally retarded in the public schools, 
specifically recent legislation providing state aid and 
information relative to the salary policy for teachers in 
this field of education. 
The need for such information having been established -
the next step was to decide just what type of information 
was to be obtained, 't<ihat type of questionnaire would be con-
cise enough to produce a prompt and complete representation 
and to make uniform reporting easy enough to make possible 1 
a valid summary. 
A single page questionnaire was formulated, noting that 
this information was to be used as a part of a Legislative 
Report .. 
Request was also made for any receht state publications, 
bulletins or regulations which might further explain the i 
I 
state provisions. 
The questionnaire, including a stamped, self-addressed 
envelope, was sent out to the Department of Special Edu- 11 
cation in care of the Department of Education in each of the 'i 
! ~ 
48 states and the District of Columbia. ~fuere the name of !! ,, 
; ~ 
;. 
the D~vector of Supervisor of Special Education was available 
it was directed to him personally. 
The forms were maileq out during the last week of 
December, 1949, with a time limit set for their return within 
six weeks. Early reply was requested, if only to Question 4 
and 5 involving the differential and salary policy. 
Questions were simple and direct. Answers were restric-
ted to "Yes" or "No" in order to get a decisive answer or 
present provisions. 
The use of this type of questionnaire for scholastic 
research might be open to debate, but it should be emphasized 
that it was necessary to get a quick 19bird's eye viewn of 
1, existing legislative provisions to be used as an outline in 
'I 
11 support of the proposed legislation in Massachusetts .. 
The purpose of each individual question follows: 
No. 1. To find out if provision for Special Education 
for mentally retarded is made in the public 
school., 
No. 2. To find out if such prov1s1on was provided by 
state legislation and if so, in what year. 
Question No. 1 and No. 2 do not necessarily coincide. 
It is possible to have Special Education without legis-
lation - by local policy, for instance. Question No. 2 was 
included to ascertain, if possible, the period of greatest 
interest and whether there was marked indication of current 
interest. 
No. 3. To find out if the state provided special funds 
for these classes other than regular school 
reimbursement and to what extent. 
:I 
,I 
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No. 4. This was to be fonsidered in two parts: 
(a) to find out if there is any special salary 
or differential for teachers of the mentally 
handicapped. This was to give a statement of 
general policy - indicating there was or was 
not - recognition. 
(b) where a policy of differential was indicated, 
to find out if it was established by state 
legislation, state regulation, or existed only 
through local school policy. 
Question No. 4 was consciously provacative, designed to .i 
!! 
sound out general comments, while striving for a definite 
statement of state policy. 
No. 6. 
To find out where question No. 4 revealed a 
policy of differential, if the introduction of 
Single Salary Scale (or equal pay for e~ual 
work) had or would affect such a differential. .I d i! 
ii 
To find out the amount of recent legislation in !I 
behalf of the mentally handicapped and physicallYj 
handicapped which might reveal the trend of ! 
public interest, in one or the other or both, !I 
because recent publications and services re- i 
ported much more aid to the physically handi- ii 
capped. i: 
:I 
To find out how many, if any, states 1.11ere using :1 
the Federal Rehabilitation {Vocational) services ,I 
for after-school placement of the mentally ! 
retarded e !; 
I' 
This was an exploratory measure, prompted by Salvatore 
DilVIichael's discussion of the "State-Federal Program of 
Vocational Rehabilitation for the Mentally Retarded" pointing· 
out the apparent lack of interest in and actual use of such 
services. 
No. 8. To find out if there is any state provision for 
occupational training (terminal education plan) 
for the slow learner, dull normal or mentally 
retarded in the public schools, who are usually 
~oston University 
Jchool of Education 
Librar;r 
\ 
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excluded f~om-~~: -regular Vocati~nal Scho~~s. -- ·~~ 
If t'here is such training, it is reimbursed :1 
under the Smi th-H'!lghes Act. : 
., 
.i 
Question No. 8, too, was exploratory and controversial. I 
n 
It was prompted by the conflicting vocational school policies !I 
I 
on admission and refusal to admit pupils from the Special 
Classes. !I Some Vocational Schools require 6th Grade acedemic 11 
level, others have a blanket policy of refusal • Yet the 
interest in occupational information and training, such as 
in the New York City Program for Special Classes, show a need 
for such a program. 
In addition to the Questionnaire sent to the 48 states, 
a letter was sent to Salvatore DiMichael, Office of 
Vocational Rehabiiliitation, Washington, asking for any specifi 
information on states reporting use of the Vocational Re-
habilitation Services on behalf of the mentally retarded. 
A letter was also sent to Dr. Elise Martens, Chief, 
Exceptional Children, Federal Security Agency, Washington, 
asking for any additional information relative to the eight 
questions which might amplify the report of the Survey. 
The Questionnaires were returned by the various states 
promptly and with evident consideration and responsive 
interest. The answers were tabulated, summarized and re-
ported at a special Legislative Hearing of the Cormnittee on 
Education held in the State House, Boston, on February 20, 
1950 .. 
~ -·- ·---~ ~----~- -~------·--
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QUESTIONNAIRE DIREC'fED TO THE COMIJIISSIONERS 01:' EDUCATION 
IN THE 48 STATES ON LEGISLATIVE PROVISIONS FOR THE 
EDUCATION OF HANDICAPPED OR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 
IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEMS OF VARIOUS STATES 
Would you be kind enough to give us some information "t>Vhich 
is to be used in a statistical study of Legislation dealing 
with the Education of the Handicapped or Exceptional Children 
in the Public Schools, particularly the {jlentally retarded and 
the slow-learner. 
Any additional bulletin or material on the subject, as 
handled in your state, would be greatly appreciated. 
l. Do you provide special education for mentally retarded 
or slow~learning children in public school? 
Yes No 
---
2. 1'Jas this required by State Legislation? 
Yes In Year 
---
No __ _ 
J,. Does the State provide any special funds for such public 
school classes for mentally retarded, other than regular 
school reimbursements? 
Yes 
---
No 
---
To what extent or percent 
Is there any policy of differential, or special salary, 
for teachers of the handicapped? 
(a) Mentally retarded children Yes No 
(b) Emotionally handicapped ____ _ Yes ____ No 
By Act of State Legislature ____ _ 
By Local School Policy ____ _ 
5. Does "Single Salary Scale" {equal pay for equal world 
change this policy? Yes No ____ _ 
6. lfJhat was the most recent State Legislation in regard 
to the education of the mentally handicapped? 
of any other type of handicapped ----------------
fi 
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Under the Federal Rehabilitation of Handicapped 
(Public Law 113-1943) do you provide after-school 
placement and rehabilitation of the mentally-retarded 
in the public schools? 
Ye1:v No 
---
Is there any state prov1s1on for occupational training 
for the slm"V learner, dull normal or mentally retarded, :i 
not accepted by Vocational School for training, re- 1/ 
imbursed under the provisions of the Federal Smith-Hughes '' 
Act? 
Yes 
---
No 
-------~~--- ~ ---
·----
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General Data 
CHAPTER VI 
li'Il\IDINGS 01'' THE: SURVEY 
Of the 49 questionnaires sent out - prompt and complete 
replies were received from 45 states and the District of 
Columbia. ~:c Georgia, Louisiana and Tennessee did not reply. 
Additional bulletins, pamphlets or letters explaining the 
provisions for Special Education were received from: 
Arizona -"Provisions for Insti-
tutional Pr~ram" 
California 
Delaware 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Date of 
Publication 
1949 
1950 
1939 
1950 
1949 
1950 
1948-49 
li - ::;!t should. be noted that Georgia and Louisiana enacted legis-
! 
.. '!' lation in 1951. Tennessee had a 1947 program for the 
physically handicapped and it is probably that they were in 
! the process of formulating plans for the mentally handicapped 
11 as well.. (See American Association of Mental Deficiency, 
i.l January, 1952, p" 560, "Education of Mentally Retarded 
li 
Children Fourteen Years of Age and Beyond" \V'illiam G. Geer ~ 
Co-ordinator of Special Education, Nashville, Tennessee) .. 
It is regretted that they could not be included in this 
survey., 
\! 
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Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
New York 
North Carolina 
North Dakota (Speech only) 
Texas 
Vermont (Physically Handicapped) 
Virginia 
Washington 
Date of 
Publication 
1938 
1949 
1950 
1949 
1949-50 
1949 
1949 
1949 
1949 
1950 
1950 
Two of the most important contributions came from Elise 
Martens, Chief of Exceptional Children, Office of Education, 
and from Salvatore DiMichaele, Office of Vocational Re-
habilitation, Federal Security Agency, Washington, D.C. The 
Office of Exceptional Children had just published a report, 
prepared and printed in 1949 (concurrent with this survey) 
and distributed in 1950 covering "State Legislation for Edu-
li I! 
I I, 
li 
'I li 
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d 
cation of Exceptional Children", Bulletin 1949, No. 2. From 11 ii 
1: 
the Office of Education, too, came a report on "Statistics of 1: 
I! 
Special Schools and Classes for Exceptional Children, 1947-8" .. !l 
.: 
' 
The Office of Vocational Rehabilitation contributed li ,, I' il 
"Rules and Regulation Governing the Plans and Programs of the 11 
Vocational Rehabilitation, Revised, effective July 29, 1948", 
"Vocational Rehabilitation of the Epileptic and the Mentally 
'j 
Retarded, 194S", also a reprint from the Journal of Re-
habilitation, April, 1949, which included "The Employment of 
the Mentally-Retarded~by Sabra ;tore DiMichaele, "Sub-Normal 
Minds are Abler Than You Think" by Lloyd N .. Pepsen, plus a 
reprint from the Journal American Association of Mental 
Deficiency, October, 1949 on the "State-Federal Program of 
Vocational Rehabilitation for the Mentally Retarded" .. 
The responses to the questionnaire and the bulletins 
received showed conslusively that there had been, and was, an,: 
active and extensive interest in legislation on behalf of 
the mentally handicapped in the public schools. The year of 
enactment of such legislation manifested a sustained and 
rising interest in recent years. 
The Bulletins published by the various states contained 
all-inclusive, detailed organizational provisions for each 
II of the areas of the handicapped. Again, the date of publi-
1
11: .. · 
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cation, indicates a current interest in a review of existing ,~ 
legislation with an increase of provisions or an enlarge-
ment of established programs. 
Over-all the number of states providing financial re-
imbursement to local schools for Special Education was en-
couraging, even though there were tremendous differences 
from state to state in provisions for the mentally retarded, 
and decided variations between the policy and financial pro-
visions for the mentally handicapped as compared to the 
p~ysically handicapped. As regards the question of single 
salary or differential for teachers of the mentally handi-
capped in the public schools - - comparatively few states 
admitted to a state-wide policy of salary differential; 22 
states reported no established state-wide policy of differ-
ential, while 16 states made no comment, which would seem to 
indicate indecision, if not, confusion on controversial 
subject. Recognition of differential as a local, rather 
than a state, policy was endorsed by 27 states 
According to the replies received from the 27 states 
having a state-wide or local policy of differential - the 
Single Salary Scale would appear to have little or no effect 
on such differentials. Though here again a large number pre-
ferred not to comment on this question - 1'1Thich would seem to 
indicate the question was still highly controversiale The 
report of recent legislation for both the mentally retarded 
and physically handicapped was most gratifying. Although 
there was more specific legislative provisions for the 
physically handicapped - the trend in legislation was toward 
provisions for an all-inclusive program for all type of 
handicapped. The year 1949 was apparently a peak year for 
such legislation. It is also noteworthy that states with 
long-established provisions for the handicapped, such as 
Massachusetts and New Jersey, were appointing legislative 
commissions to review and revise policies. As was to be 
expected, the findings in regard to the use of Vocational 
Rehabilitation bore out the fact that this service is still 
li 
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very new and is being used by only 19 states. There is very 
' little detailed information on the operation of this program il 
on a state-wide level, even less on its operation in the area 
of the mentally handicapped. 
The findings in regard to state occupational training or ' 
terminal education, separate and apart from Vocational Edu-
cation, were negative. 
Concerning the nation-wide trend of legislation for edu-
cation of the mentally retarded in the public schools --
II il this survey conclusively shows: 
" l 1.. a decided increase in interest in the education of 
,, 
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the mentally retarded 
2.. an increase in provisions for the training and 
education of all types of mentally handicapped. 
). a more intelligent and integrated organization of 
Special Education Departments - to determine the 
needs and to meet those needs by allocating the 
responsibility for carrying out the program at 
both the state and local level. 
4. a decided increase in State Aid for these programs. 
5.. a policy in support of local salary differential 
and a definite lack of state-wide policy in regard 
to differentials .. 
:! 
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LEGISLATIVE DATA 
"There can be no finality in the conclusions reached as 
to the State provisions for children -- changes in social con-
ditions, fuller studies, advanced standards are bound from 
time to time, as in all the past, to bring new demands and 
lend new support for such are now made -- the door to progress 
is not to be closed."1 
As the above conclusion to the study on new recommen-
dations for laws on behalf' of children requiring Special care 
was stated in 1931 -- so the same might be considered in re-
viewing the following limited findings as existed in 1950-51. 
There is no final, fixed arbitrary or stationary review of 
the conditions. It does not project the ideal - it merely is 
a point of' view on a continuing process in the provision for 
the care of' the retarded - a momentary stopping of' the motion 
picture to reflect upon the picture, nation-wide a~ this par-
ticular time. The picture has undoubtedly changed, and in 
the process of' changing, for the better, we_hope, and from 
all indications, undoubtedly for the better. 
1 
The 1950 survey revealed, as shown in Table I, that: 
33 states have a state-wide policy of education in 
public schools for the mentally retarded. 
5 states have a local policy. 
38 states in all have some policy. 
Report of Special Commission Relative to Laws for Children 
Requiring Special Care - Massachusetts Legislative Document~ 
Hous;l 1200, J~n .... 1931, Boston. 
--------- ----·-------
---·--· ------ ---- ------.---
11 states, including those who show no returns (3), 
no policy. .. 
"'11·"' 
So that, in 1950_,·?7.55% of' the states provided education .. 
As to legislative provisions for the establishment of' 
such education, Table II reveals that: 
34 states and 2 states (pending), N .. Dakota and s .. 
Dakota,have definite state provision either requiring 
or allowing provisions for the education in public 
schools. {Virginia shows a discrepancy, had provi-
sions which were retracted in 1948) 
So that, in 1950, 73 .. 47% of the states provided by law for 
this education .. 
The year of enactment of such legislation reveals sur-
prising increase and interest in provisions on behalf of edu-
cation for the mentally retarded.. 21 states enacted legis-
lation since 1945, and 2 were scheduled for 1951 .. 
Many of' these were the result of re-examination of exis- 1 
ting policies and revision for increasing provisions and co-
ordination of such by defining the organization, functions 
L and responsibilities of the Special Education Department: 
1) Defining the eligibility of those who have a need 
for special education. 
2) Fixing the age limits. 
3) Glass organization. 
4) Teacher Preparation and Qualification .. 
5) Financial Reimbursements and Arrangements for 
carrying out a well-organized program. 
6) Defining and allocating the administrative 
responsibility for carrying out these services 
to the best interests of the children concerned, 
on both the state and local levels. 
Where state funds are allocated for the establishment 
and maintenance of these classes for the mentally retarded, 
the organization and provisions for such, has been a part of 
an integrated plan for special educational provisions for all 
types of handicapped, including those with vision, speech, 
hearing, orthopedic or other types of physical disability, 
together with a group referred to as the emotionally disturbed 
or those with psychological difficultie~. 
The latter group, in some instances, includes the "slow-
learner" or problem children requiring guidance services .. 
Notably among the states having such a co-ordinated pro-
gram of Special education, with recent publications are: 
California, Kansas, Indiana, Kentucky, Missouri, North Carolina, 
Illinoil!§ 9 and Texas.. Others in the process of integrating 
1 
their programs are.: Mississippi, Oregon, North Dakota and 
South Dakota .. 
The integrated plan of organization for Special Education 
for the handicapped in all areas being adopted by these states 
follows closely the Plan of Organization suggested by the 
Office of Education, Federal Security Agency, based on four 
major considerations: 
1) Planning a good educational program for excep-
tional children and youth in relation to basic 
elementary and secondary education in general. 
2) Legal authorization and financial reimbursement 
for such programs .. 
3) Provisions for te~cher-training and teacher-
certification .. 
4) Co-ordination of the various services, medical, 
social educational and vocational for excep-
tional children and youth. 
FINANCIAL DATA 
From the 34 states reporting legal provisions for edu-
cation of the mentally retarded in public schools, only 27 
provide spacial funds for these classes. 
Of the 20 having mandatory school policy, only 14 have 
provided funds for these classes. The states having early 
legislation, - Massachusetts, Connecticut, Delaware, Montana, 
New Jersey and the District of Columbia - have no funds. The 
1 permissive state, Virginia, provides no funds. 
As to the financial arrangement - Excess Cost $100 per 
il pupil is provided by 14 states: 
ll 
il 
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Arkansas 
California 
Colorado 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Texas. 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
Nebraska 
Per unit funds, in varying degrees, are provided by 6 
states; administrative funds by 7 states. 
So that, in 1950, 27 states, or 55.02% ot the national 
, potential, provided some kind of financial aid for special 
education. 
The year of enactment of such legislation should be noted 
in Table III, sho,.ving these provisions to be the most reeent. 
POLICY OF SALARY DIFFERENTIAL 
Findings in regard to the number of states which recog-
nize a policy of special salary or differential for teachers 
of the mentally retarded in public schools are most interes-
ting and varied. No uniformity of approach is apparent which 
;' 
i 
.I 
would seem to indicate that this question is still under 
nation-wide. Yet, it is to be noted that two o~ the largest 
states in regard to population and two of the most advanced in · 
:: 
educational provisions, namely Illinois and New York, recog-
nize the need for a salary differential. 
In response to the question: "IS THERE A POLICY OF DIF-
FERENTIAL FOR TEACHERS OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED IN PUBLIC 
SCHOOLS?" -
The 
that 
1) 11 stated Yes 
22 stated No 
16 no c omm.en t 
2) As to state legislation or recommendation: 
4 stated Yes 
17 stated No 
17 no comment 
Therefore, in only 4 states, was salary differen-
tial established by legislation or recommendation. 
See Table IV. 
3) As to recognition of salary differential as a 
local policy: 
27 stated Yes 
4 stated No 
18 no comment 
The findings in regard to the local policy are favorable. 
relatively large number of "no comments" would indicate 
the question of salary differential is still under debate 
In the case of Massachusetts, Mr. Philip Cashman, Super-
visor of Spacial Education, indicated that there was such a 
' policy of salary differential on the recommendation· of the 
State Department. This policy of differential was made man-
datory in 1950 with the passage of legislation, Chapter 703, 
i 
j 
'I 
" i-
\: Acts or 1950, establishing a $500 difrerential. 
li 
11 I .. 
See Appendix 
n 
As regards the state of Illinois, 1 '•Illinois, as you pro .... 
11 bably know, has a basic law whereby we reimburse school dis-
1' d 
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tricts for the excess cost of special education in approved 
programs up to certain limits set by the statutes .. " 
- ' 
"In our statement on salaries, relative to salary differ-
ential, we recognized that the law of supply and demand enters 
in. We also recognize that at times some incentive is neces-
sary to attract people into a type of work that may not have 
some of the outwardly appearing good advantages of the regular 
program.. Therefore, we say to a school district that if they 
justified .. " 
d 
! 
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As to the New York state policy, Charles D. Becker writes :i 1 
~~ "Thera is quite a bit of agitation for diff~rential of spacial 
salary for teachers of handicapped children. A few of the 
l schools do pay anywhere from $50 to $250 above what teachers 
1 Personal Letter from Ray Graham, Director of Education of 
Exceptional Children, State of Illinois, February 9 9 1950,. 
I 
2Parsonal'L.tter from Charles D .. Backer, Bureau ror Handicapped 
~~s.;g~~~~J-!~g!8_:~ ~-~a t-~~~~~:.:~~~~~"~~~.-E~~~:.:=-~~ '-:=:~~~:~ -;;;---:.-c:.-:::.-:-::·-:;c::=c--=•c:-•• -:-_c.,..::.. 
of regular classes receive. This, however, is up to the local 
i! school system. There is no state legislation co~cerning this 
;I 
li 
point. 
"When single salary scale went into effect July 1, 1947, 
some places discontinued the differential. Some of these 
places started the movement again but I do not know what will 
take place within the next few years. A great deal depends on 
whether school officials will be able to get teachers at the 
same salary as other teachers receive." 
LEGISLATIVE TRENDS 
TRENDS IN LEGISLATION 
A review of the summary shown in Table VI would indicate 
II :. an increase in interest on behalf of the mentally retarded. 
From 1945 to 1950~ 16 states reported the enactment of legis-
lation on behalf of the physically handicapped, 13 states 
reported legislation on behalf of the mentally retarded. Some 
of these may be part of the all-inclusive program for the edu-
cation of the handicapped enacted by 17 states. The peak 
years for such legislation apparently was 1949. It is also 
noteworthy that many of the states with long-established pro-
grams were undertaking a review and study of existing legis-
lation (such as Massachuse~ts, ·New Jersey and Delaware) with 
a view to bringing their legislation into line with current 
practices., 
Federal legislation for services for the physically han-
dicapped, notably the Social Security Act of 1935, providing 
grants to the states for national and child health services~ 
services for crippled children~ child welfare services, un-
doubtedly encouraged the expansion• of service in rural areas 
and the training of professional personnel to provide these 
services, so that children with obvious physical handicaps 
:I ii would have the necessary remedial or therapeutic services. 
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Although the mentally handicapped are not included in the 
Federal Program, with public interest thus focussed upon all 
handicapped, the problem of the mentally handicapped became 
the more apparent. 
Civilian vocational rehabilitation was extended in 1943 
'; to include both the physically and mentally handicapped. The 
!i 
program on behalf of the mentally retarded is still very 
limited. As yet there is no complete state-wide program to 
assist cities in carrying out training and placement of these 
'; children. A few cities, like New York, Cleveland, Minneapolis, 
have a program of vocational rehabilitation for the ,mentally 
retarded. The survey revealed 19 states using the services of 
the Federal Vocational Rehabilitation Program, 2 not using 
such services, and 9 no comment. 
·- ____ ,_ __ -- --- ,_, ---···---- --- - -- -- ·--
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TAB L E I 
STATES PROVIDING SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR MENTALLY RETARDED 
i, OR SLOW-I&RNING CHILDREN IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
li ====:::===::========== 
1 Alabama Yes Montana 
Arizona Yes 
Arkansas Yes 
Cali:fornia Yes 
Colorado Yes 
Connecticut Yes 
/J Delaware Yes 
;I 
I p Dist .. o:r Columbia Yes 
;j Florida Yes 
I> ;i 
i/ Georgia no return 
" ~ ~ 
Idaho No 
Illinois 
[I Indiana 
:I 
.; Iowa 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maine 
Maryland 
Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Mississippi 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
no return 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
starting program 
Nebraska 
Nevada 
New Hampshire 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 
New York 
North Carolina 
North Dakota. 
Ohio 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
South Carolina 
South Dakota 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Utah 
vermont 
Virginia 
washington 
West Virginia 
Wisconsin 
Yes jl 
II II Local Policy i! 
!! 
Local Policv " 
,y I' 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
l 
ji 
! 
I! ,. 
!! 
Local Policy 11 
no reply 
Yes 
No 
Yes - Local Policy 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
il 
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TABLE I (page 2) 
STATES PROVIDING SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR lliENT.ALLY RETARDED 
OR SLOW-LEARNING CHILDREN IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOlS 
SUMMARY 
I' 
II 
TABLE II 
STATES HAVING SPECIFIC LAuVS REQUIRING SPECIAL EDUCATION 
FOR THE MENTALLY RETA:ROED IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Th.e specific laws authorizing Special Glasses .fall 
into two categories: a) mandatory b) permissi~. 
:Mandatory - the State makes it obligatory to .furnish these 
services .. 
Permissive - the State authorizes the looal. districts to provide 
these services, encourages action by providing State 
.financial aid and consultive services. 
State 
Alabama 
Arizona 
Arkansas 
;: 
i! Cali.f'ornia 
! 
.: Colorado 
Year ot 
Enactment 
1949 allotment 
1949 
1949 
1947 
1949 
1921 
1939 
Dist. o£ Columbia 1906 
Florida 
li 
: Gsorgia 
: Idaho 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Kansas 
(No return) 
(No provisions) 
1946 
1945 
1947 
1945 
1949 
Permissive 
p 
p 
p 
p 
1: 
I! 
i 
T A B L E _!! (page 2) 
STATES HAVING SPECIFIC LAWS "REQUIRING SPECIAL EDUCATION 
FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
The specific laws authorizing Special Glasses fall 
into two catagories: a) Mandatory b) permissi-ve. 
Mandatory - The State makes it obligatory to .fumish these 
services. 
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II Permissive - the State a;';thorises the looal districts to provide li 
these ; sel'Vl.oes, encourages action by providing State 1 
financial aid and consulti-ve services. i! 
============================il 
State 
Kentucky 
Louisiana (no return) 
Year of 
Enactment 
1946 
Maine (No provisions) 
Maryland 1931 
Massachusetts 1919 
1\/Iichigan 1949 
Minnesota 1949 
Mississippi 1950 
Missouri 1948 
:Montana 1943 
Nebraska 1949 
Nevada (No provisions -
except institutional) 
New Hampshire (No provisions) 
New Jersey 1903 
New York -Date not known-
well established 
New Mexico (No provisions) 
Permissive 
p 
p 
p 
p 
Mandatory 
:I 
I, 
11 I. 
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TABLE II (page 3) 
STATEfL:HAVIIm SPECIFIC IA'WS REQUIRING SPECIAL EDUCATION 
FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
The specific laws authorizing ~cia.l Classes .fall 
into two categories: a) Mandatory b) permissive !I I 
!I Mandatog: - The State makes it obligatory to fu.rnish these services. !i 
!; L 
!I Permissive - The State authorizes the local districts to provide I! 
!i these services, encourages action by providing State 'I 
li .financial aid and consultive services.. J 
1·===========================1! 
:i Ill 
r Eny:~:-~~t l,:l 1 State ~u Permissive Mandatory 
I I 
!:North Carolina 1947 :M ! 
li il 
INorth Dakota 1951 - PENDING 1J ji il 
!IOhio 1945 P n ;j 
!,,Oklahoma 1949 - AMENDED P Jl 
. il !) 
i;Oregon (No provisions) ,, 
i; 
'I 
i/Pennsylvania 1941 - AMENDED 
il ,. 
imwde Island (No provisions) 
,, 
; South Carolina(No provisions) 
·.South Dakota 1951 - PENDING 
lr Tennessee (No return) 
liTexas 1947 
I! utah (No provisions) 
,, 
:I vermont (No provisions) 
I 
,!Virginia ,, 
t 
::washington 
d pvest Virginia 
1
1 Wisconsin 
hv:yoming 
1938 
1943 
1947 
1919 
p 
p 
p 
p 
I• 
tl h 
L 
II il 
II 
il 
il 
T A B L E II (page 4) 
STATES HAVJNG SPECIFIC lAWS REQUIRING SPECIAL EDUCATION 
FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
The specific laws authorizing Special Classes .fall 
into two categories: a) Mandatory b) Permissive 
:Mandatorl - The State makes it obligatory to .furnish these 
services 
Permissive - The State authorizes the local districts to provide 
these services, encourages action by providing State 
.financial aid and consultive services. 
I! ,, 
il 
il 
II 
II I! 
,I 
ti 
=================================!: II II 
n 
ii 
II 
JJ 
ii 
!i 
I 
I 
I! 
li II 
II j 
II 
li 
" II 
d 
i! 
·I 
ll 
II 
II 
\\ 
!! 
-- . -- --II -
I, TAB L E III 
11 ~ ! 
\l STA.TES PROVIDING SPECIAL FUNDS FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL CLASSES FOR Jl 
l! ==::::::MEN=T.=~=L=U"=RE=l=TA=RD=E=D=, =O=TH=ER==THAN==TH=E=R=EG=UIA=B.=SC=H=O=O=L=RE=IMB=URSEMEN===T=S=== I! 
1_\ !1 
!; 1.. Alabama 1949 Yes - allottment of Funds for Teacher 1\ 
:! units for Handicapped Children !: 
J'! 2 " Arizona 1949 No - Institution on:cy ij 
I II 
:
1 3.. Arkansas 1949 Yes -$1.00.. excess per child \\ 
114.. California 1947-1949 Yes -$100 .. excess per child :: 
11 Special appropriation for 11 
11 H h Teacher Training Program 
11 
,I Colorado 
6.. Connecticut 
i· 7" Delaware 
i 
;:a .. Dist .. of Columbia 
,, 
"9 I! .. Florida 
ii 
J.o .. 
!I 
Georgia-no return 
ll .. Idaho 
.. 
,I 
'I 12 .. Illinois 
! 
!i 
!I 
!j 
)J .. 
!l 
Indiana 
Jlh., Iowa 
Jl5 .. Kansas 
tl ¥· Kentucky !\ 
l!.7 .. Louisiana- no 
return 
1947-1949 
1921-1943 
1939 
1945-1947 
1945 
1947-1949 
1945-1947 
1949 
1948 
Yes - excess cost - no stated amount !' 
~i 
No - broad Equalization Grant in 1943 1
1 allow 2/3 reimbursement for phy. 11 
handicapped., 
Yes - Allows Special FUnds for 
establishing Special units 
No -Blind -deaf only 
Yes - $250 to $300 for each child -
varies with type of handicap .. 
Allows school districts to pay 
10% differential - reimbursed 
by State 
Yes - excess cost per child 100% of 
normal cost 
Yes - excess cost 
Yes ~ $100 excess cost per child 
j, 
I' i' 
.I 
II ,, 
11 
" ii 
li 
!i 
!I 
q q 
li 
I: 
!I 
II 
d ji 
I! 
:I 
I' 
TABLE III (page 2) 
STATES PROVID:Om SPECIAL FUNDS FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL CLASSES FOR 
MENTAUY RETARDED, OTHER THAN THE REGUI.AR SCHOOL REIMBURSEMENTS 
I 
il 
I 
II 
jl 
ll21. :Michigan 
jl22,. Minnesota 
il li 23.. Mississippi 
!\ 
II 24., Missouri 
F 
., 
il25.. Montana 
ii 26. Nebraska 
ji 
27., Nevada 
28 .. New Hampshire 
29 .. Nevr Jersey 
30 .. New Mexico No 
return 
31 .. New York 
32., North Carolina 
33.. North Dakota 
34. Ohio 
1945 
1931 
1950 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1948 
1943 
1949 
1903 
1950 
1947-1949 
1945 
No - Funds for Physical Handicapped 
Yes - Included in Special Foundation 
Program 
No - although salary, differential 
o:f $200-$300 recommended by 
State 
Yes - $500 State differential £or 
teachers of Mentally Retarded 
based on Certification since 
1938 .. 
Yes - up to $100 per excess cost 
Yes - up to $150 u 
Yes -up to $250 tn 
Yes - up to $100 •• 
No -
No -
No -
No - (Working on Legislation) 
Yes - $800 per unit o£ 10 
Legislation l/2 cost o£ 
transportation 
Yes- Special Funds. :for Special 
Program -(all s~ools s~pQrted by 3~ Salas TaX) 
No - Plans :for 1951 legislation 
Yes - $750 per UNIT in excess o:f 
regular cost · 
)$.Oklahoma 1949 Yes - $1,250 excess cost per ~ 
l-cc=c-_c-cr.r=.:-.-=:_·.-,.=,;-cc==·-·=:=-==:=~-===--===c:=cc==c= .... c==~r_.-c.-.......:..~c =c.-c=. ·:.=c.:.- :::.=:C"C.=:c':==.o._~=c 
I! 
1! I 
H 
'i 
II 
,I 
II 
il 
j 
I! STATES PROVIDING SPECIAL FllJID8 FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL CL&SSES FOR 
:! MENTALLY RETARDED~ OTHI!.'R THAN THE REGULAR SGHOOL REIMBURSEMENTS 
TAB L E III 
-
(page .3) 
!\-============================================================== i: 
i! 
1: 36., Oregon 
i 
1 37.. Pennsylvania 
I' 
'! 
li .38" Rhode Island 
I, 
it ii .39.. So., Carolina j: 
;; 4 !I o .. 
i! 
So. Dakota. 
1:41. 
II 
Tennessee 
42., Texas 
4J., Utah 
44 .. Vexmont 
45.. Virginia 
46. Yfashington 
47. 
west Virginia 
i~sccmsin 
:, 
!j 
ij 
!I 
no 
return 
1941 
No -
Yes - $20., per child - $30. for 
physical~ handicapped 
No ... 
No - only for physical~ handicapped 
No - PENDING - 1951 
11 I 
II 
1945-1945-1951 Yes -all costs -Special funds for :1 
teachers workshops li 
1947-
1947 
1919 
No -
No - (There is a program tor physi-
callY handicapped) 
II 
I; 
I' 
II 
!I 
n ,, 
From 1938 - 1948 there were fund$ 
Now local responsibilit,y - Fund~ 
for physical~ handicapped II 
Yes - Funds as needed il 
($200,000 for Cerebral Palsy all types of ' 
service) J: 
il 
No - Homebound onq 
Yes - (did not specif.y) 
$275 per Unit- Salary 
!! ,, 
" I• 
,j 
j; 
il jl 
H 
il 
li !, 
il 
TAB L E III ~ i 
n !I 
'I 
STATES PROVIDING SPECIAL FUIIDB FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL CLASSES FOR !I 
:I MENTALLY Rm'ARDED s OTHER THAN THE REGULAR SCHOOL DISBURSEMENTS ,, 
============================================================== 'i !l 
SUMMARY 
BASED ON ~ REPLIES TO 49 QUESTIONNAIRES 
NUMBER 
YES NO 
20 6 
PERMISSIVE 
13 1 
7 
12 
22 
OF THE* 27 
14 Excess Cost 
6 per UNIT Class 
PER CENT OF 
NATIONAL POlEif.UAL 
92% (per cent of 
Replies Permissive) 
58\1169% (46) 
79·41 20~5 
II 
d 
!I 
II 
II 
i! 
TABLE IV 
-
STATES VaHICH HAVE A POLICY OF DIFFERENTIAL OR SPECIAL SALARr 
FOR TEACHERS OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
STATES REPORTING STaTE POLICY OR RECOMMENDATION 
STATES REPORTING LOCAL POLICY OR RECOM!i!ENDA TION 
State 
Po !icy State Yes No M.R. Local PROVISION 
- -
·Alabama no no ~duced teacher load 
10 
Arizona no 
-
no yes tl If load 
1 
Arkansas no no 
-
yes 
' California no no 
-
Special training work-
shops for teachers 
Colorado no no 
·Connecticut Yes yes yes In some cases 
'*Delaware no no 
I 
· Dist .. of Columbia no no yes 
il 
I, 
I' ;! ,, 
·I 
'I II 
!I 
!! 
·I ;; 
h 
E 
I! 
:I 
I! 
1! 
il 
p 
!t 
I! 
ii 
I 
II 
I 
Florida Yes yes no yes Some counties offer in<&ement II ! 
*Georgia 
-
:t{-Idaho 
- ! 
,*Illinois Yes 
- YH' yes 
;I 
yes State reimbursement 
allows l()% salary in-
crease 
Indiana no no 
-
yes Teacher certificate 
required 
Iowa no no no yes In rare cases !, I 
Kansas Yes yes no yes qualified personnel 
Kentucky 
-
yes 
---~·-" --
'- ~" "- •-.c /-:=.H_;_•:._::._~.;'_:'_:'::::._ ~ ,-::::;:·.......;:..::..,~. ··..:;.____::...,..~ ··, 
-\-::..:::.:.·.-.. _-::--~ 
-:::::.·__:::__ -~---·~;,::::....._----::-·.' 
TABLE IV 
STATES 1'VRIOH HAVE A POLICY OF DIFFERENTIAL OR SPECIAL SUJ.RY 
FOR TEA.CHERS OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
STATES REPORTING STATE POLICY OR RECOMMENDATION 
STATES REPORTINO LOCAL POLICY OR RECOMMENDATION d 
===================================================================== ti L 
state 
State Policy Local 
...... ... ... 
..... 
...... ... ... 
Yes 
...... 
no no 
....... 
...... 
--
...... 
New Jersey 
...... 
...... ...... 
Ohio 
PROVISION 
!i 
,, 
,, 
I 
ji 
On recommendation of !J 
-State Dept " Oertifioat~on 
,, 
•, 
il 
:! 
:I 
" il II 
I 
., 
I 
" t50 ... $200 (see letter~ 
Supply and Demand'? :i 
. i1 
State salary with I! 
possible local supple-!'! 
•ent - teacher oert •n .. 1 
!' 
d 
1:. 
T A B L E .!! page 3 
STATES WHICH HAVE A POJ.ICY OF DIFFERENTIAL OR SPECI.AL SALARY 
Oregon 
FOR TEACHERS OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
STA!ES REPORTING STArE POLICY OR RECOMMENDAXION 
STATES REtORTING LOCAL POLICY OR RECOJ~l!ENDAXION 
State 
Yes No 1\f .. R.. Policy Local 
- -1....;..;.;.....;.....+ • .;;;..._..,..._.::,_,1---+ 
no 
-
no no Seldo ~ 
PROVISION 
i ,, 
Rhode Island no no yes Differs-local communit~ 
-
...... ... ... 
I' 
// •South Carolina 
-- --
j. 
'i South Dakota 
'I 
!l 
1: 
i 
,J 
II 
II 
IJ 
! 
l 
I 
Utah 
Verm.ont 
•Virginia 
Washington 
West Virginia 
Wisoo:a.sin 
Wyoming 
...... no 
...... 
...... 
no 
D.O 
no 
no 
Yes 
no 
...... 
yes 
..,. 
-""' 
no 
no 
no 
no 
yes 
no 
-
yes 
...... 
no 
no 
D.O 
...... 
no 
no 
....... 
yes Suggests $300 •provi• , 
sion for teacher train~ 
ing certification 
...... 
no local community 
responsibility 
... ... 
I ~-=---=="---~~--c=· -=-=--=.c-~..:==c= c_,- _----- -C ==--=~=--=--· -- :·_;·cc·--oc-=:~=-=.-c-:-_--;:.=-::.::.:-:~ c-==----==~=.;_:.o;' 
!I 
'i 
il j; 
------· <'·- -----·---~- _, 
TABLE IV 
STATES vffliCH HAVE A POLICY OF DIFFERENTIAL OR SPECIAL SALARY 
FOR TEACHERS OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED DI PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
STATES REPORTDIG STATE POLICY OR RECWMENDATION 
STATES REPORTDIG LOCAL POLICY OR RECOMMENDATION 
SUMMARY 
BASED ON 46 REPLIES to 49 QUESTIONNAIRES 
Definite Policy for (46) (49) :, MENTALLY RETARDED 
YES 11 23 .. 91 22.44 
NO 22 ) 47.82 44.89 ) 
NO CCMMENT 16) 34 .. 78 )2.65 
NO POLICY 38 82.60 77S5 
1 RECOGNIZES 
!lOCAL POLiCY 
YES 27 58.69 55.10 
NO 4 8.69 8.17 
NO CCIIMENT 18 )6 .. 95 36.73 
I; 
II 
II 
I j! II 
'i I 
,, 
l! 
H 
I 
li 
TABLE V 
STATES REPORTING THAT SI!ITGLE SALARY SCALE ... OR EQUAL PAY FOR EQUAL WORK 
MAY OR MAY NOT EFFECT s.A,LARY DIFFERENTIAL POLICY FOR TEACHERS OF THE 
:MENTJ.LLY Ri:.r.AP.DED CHILDRD' 
State 
Arkaneas 
Calitomia 
Colorado 
Co:nn.eoticut yes 
Delaware 
Diet., ot Columbia 
Flo:ti~a 
Georgia ... No Return 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Louisiana - No Return 
Maine 
Maryl!W.d 
:M&lilaaohusetts yes 
_:Michiga:n 
.... 
..... 
--
no 
DO 
DO 
DO 
no 
:no 
....... 
no 
no 
....... 
....... 
no 
COMMENTS 
. !I 
I 
Tusc&ll only city with Sp.. Sal.. 
11 Soh., 1: 
In a majority ot cases 
Recognizes ditrere:noe 
Since 194o & 1948 - Equaliz-
ation Bill 
Depends on local s~~-a~:: soh 
--
I 
TABLE V (page 2) 
STATES REPORTING T:HAf SINGLE SAlARY SCALE ... OR ~UAL PAY FOR EQUAL WORK II 
MAY OR JUY NOT EFFECT SALARY DIFFERENTIAL POLICY FOR TEACHERS OF THE 
:MENTALLY RETAR.'OED CHILDREN' 
lH 
State Yes No 
Mines eta :ao 
Mil!st.\l:ouri no 
Mississippi no 
Montana DO 
Ne~raska no 
Neva~ a 
New Hampshire 
Nev1 Jersey yes 
New Mexico 
, •New York ... tl.etinitely YES 
North Carol:tna 
~Torth Dakota 
Ohio 
Oregon 
No 
Comment 
...... 
...... 
@$ ... 
...... 
...... 
.... 
¥ ..... ~-~--~% 
Takes care ot Policy 
In some ~istricts 
H q 
.! 
:i 
il 
1: li I 
When Sp. .. Salary went :into ef'fec~ 
1947 • some places discontinued~ 
" some places have starte~ again ~
Depends on teacher supply.. li 
In some places 
Recognizes differential 
1 Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
DO 
South Carolina 
South Dakota 
TABLE V 
-
(page 3} 
ST.AXES REPORTING THAT SINGLE SAU.RY SCALE.,. OR ~UAL PAY FOR EQUAL WORK 
MAY OR JHAY NOT EFFECT SALARY DIFFERENTIAL POLICY FOR T:EA.CHERS OF THE 
MENT.lLLY RETARDED CHILDREN 
State Yes 
Utah 
Vermont 
Virginia 
Washington 
West Virginia 
WbcoDsin 
WyoilinC Yes 
YES 
1 
No 
No Co:mment 
-· 
"""" 
no 
no 
no 
D.O 
NO 
NO COMMENT 
26 16 
COMMENTS 
Up to local policy 
H ll 
I, 
!I 
II 
j! 
:I 
q 
" !! 
'I I, 
TABLE V 
STATES REPORTING THAT SINGlE SALARY SCALE - OR EQUAL PAY FOR EQUAL VfORK 
MAY OR MAY NOT EFFECT SALARY DIFFERENTIAL POLICY FOR TEACHERS OF THE 
MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN 
SUMMARY 
Findings and conclusions in this table are of value only when 
considered in relation to report of TABlE IV - namely:- ll States 
with a positive policy of differential and 27 States with a com-
bined Looal or State Policy. 
:I 
·'BASED ON ll - de.f'ini te policy (46) 
10.86% 
)3.04 
(49) 
10.20% 
12.24 
S are effected 
6 are not effected -
BASED ON 27 - State - Local policy 
Replies - Table IV .. No effect Yes No Comment 
11 (yes) 6 5 
11 (No ) 7 1 3 
5 (no comment) 2 1 2 
15 7 5 
d 
~ ! 
CONCLUSION (27) (46) (49) 
Not effected - -1$- 55S5% 32.60% 30.61% 
Effected 1- 25.92% 15.21% 14.29% 
NO CCi1MENT 27 •• o e & e • . .. " " " .. " •••• • S5 .. lO% 
It is to be noted that of the (49) National Potential - 27 or 55.10% made 
ii NO COMliENT to effect by single salary scale - that of the (27) POSITIVE 
[i_POLICY - 15.or 55%.:vrere_not e_ffectedby Sit!g:le-cSa.l~ry.,~Ale!cc:.c.'-'-"C' 
i ~ -~· - ~- _,.,' ,- ' ••' ~ ~ , ..• -- " --- - ~-· • 
,, 
i· 
'i j 
I 
!I , 
!! 
il 
TABLE!! 
STAXES REPORTING R~TIEW9 REVISION OR AMENDMENT of LEGISLATION DEALING 
WITH EDUCATION OF MENTALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN ... OR OTHER TYPES OF 
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN 
i, 
II. 
·;· 
!i MeJlt 1y Yr.of Eu- .. Yr .. of Eu-jl Inc .. all COMMENTS 
,, States Ret .. actment & actment Types 
I 
;(.lla"baaa 1949 Special Classes -
I! all kinds 
i .Arizona Yes 1949 State Colony for 
'i ! ~ . 
'I Men. Retarded 'I 
!I ,, H 
//Arkansas 1949 Acts of 315 :I 
I 
jl California Yes 1949 1949 Emactefl 1947 - li ji 
1
1 Colorado 1949 
Revised 1947 II 
il Conn.ecticut 1943 _/ 1943 1943 Repealed t4o .. per II 
!! pupil grant • 2/3 i, 
q reimburse Phy .. Han~ ;I ,, 
Established Classe~ li Dela-ware 1939 
I' -No muy p 
19o6 
_/ 1941 d i Dist • of Columbia. p I 
·i 
!I ii I ~ 191i! ,, Florida II 
/j Georgia. -No Return 
;: 
i: 
. II I 
I Idaho -No answer to School for Bli:wi •// 
_/ 1945 
Deaf :, 
Illinois Yes yes 
,, . 
:i I 
_/ I lndb.na. Yes 1947 Rerlaed 1949--1950 !i ! li 
I 
; Iowa yes 1945 _/ 1947 1947 Chap.28 1945 ~ Se~; 
r 
up Division of !I 
Sp. Education II 
!I 
_/ 1946 1949 1' Kansas 
:I 
i. Kentucky yes 1948 _/ 1948 1948 
q Louisiana •'No Return 
'1 
1945 
i' 
I! 
I! 
ii 
il 
ii 
·, 
I! p 
i 
H 
J; 
li 
;I 
!I 
i: 
1: 
I 
I 
I' 
., 
TABLE VI (page 2) 
STATES REPOBXING REVIEW, REVISION OR AMENDMENT OF LEGISLAXION DEALING 
WITH EDUCATION OF :MENTALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN .., OR OTHER TYPES OF 
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN 
r. ot b.• Phy .. Yr .. ot En• 
States Men .. Ret., aotment Han .. actment 
-
Maryland 1931 1949 
:Massaohusett s 1931•1950 1948 
Michigan 
:Minnesota 1945 1949 
:Missouri 1948 1948 
:Mississippi 
MoDtal\& 1943 
Ne~raska 
Nevada ..... ...... 
--
...... 
i 
New Haapshire No w:11we to (6) 
New Jersey Yes 19o6 
NM.r :Mexico No anne to (6) 
New York Yes 1950 Yes 1949 
North Carolina 
j 
I 
North Dakota 
Ohio Yes 1945 ...... 
Oklahoma 1949 
Oregon 1947 1949 
--- --- -"·~-·--·~ ---·-·• ·---···-~ ··- ---e·---- •- -- •••-
-- --- -~ ----- -----~ ----- ~- -- --·-----·- --- ·-
Ino .. a11 
Types 
1949 
1950 
1948 
1950 
19le 
_..,. 
1950 
1947 
1951 
-
1949 
CO*ENTS 
Chapo103• ~tawl950 
$500. Differential 
All inclusiTe 
d 
'I I! 
' i ~ 
I 
i 
· Institutional Pro-1 
gram. ... no dates noi 
state program I 
! 
State Schools "" I Local Program I 
t» Commission to stud 
and reTiew policy ; 
tor Mentally l.etar! 
I 
i 
ilea 
I 
i 
I 
State aid,. Transpo' 
tatioD terminology 
I 
I 
(PENDING) I 
l 
$750 .. per class I 
unit I 
-- -- --- - ·--
-- ---------
I' I 
'i 
.I 
i 
il 
1-
i: I ;i 
li 
'I 
,I 
I! 
,I 
'i ,,
II !: 
il 
'" ~~ ~-~-- ~-·-
- ·- . ~-~-- -·-- ~-
TABLE VI (Page 3) 
STATES REPORTING REVIEW'$) REVISION OR AUElm:MENT OF LEGISWION DEALING 
\11TH EDUO.A.TION OF :MENTALLY HANDICAPPED CH.lLDREN "" OR OTHER TYPES OF 
IUNDICAPPED CHILDREN' 
-~' 
Yr .. of b. Phy .. Yr .. of Ent I~Q.al 
states Men .. Re'!a actm.ent Han .. actment CO:MMENTS 
Pe:nuylvania 19W. 1947 
Rhode !dud liO ABSWER 'l'O ( ) 
Sovth Carolina NONE (Services for hard 
SOUTH DAKOTA PEJ:IID NG 
(of hearing ... 
(defects onl') 
Tennessee •No Return 
Texas 1947 1950 
Utah NO AN TO (6) 
Verm.ou:t Yes 1945 yes 1947 
i; •v:trginia 1938-1948 1948 
il il Washington 1943 1949 
West Virginia 1949 hold 'bound ... 
Phy .. Hand .. 
Wisconsin 1947 1949 
Wycldng 1919 
li 
lj 
!' 
I !! 
II 
L i: 
1945 
4 
1 
2 
!: Mentally Retarded 
i' 
:! 
1947 
2 
......... 13 
1948 1949 1950 PENDING 
1 
4 7 
2 2 
- ... - ... 1950 
i! Phy" Handicapped ...... Oi1l 16 
i 
!i All Ino1usi ve 
I· I; 
!l ,. 
I' 
I. 
'I I 
ii 
It is to be noted ... that the all inclusive 
program Wii.S the :most prevale:at ... that the 
year 1949 saw the most legislation ... that 
;j 
II 
il 
TAB L I VII 
-
STATES WHICH PROVIDE AFTER SCHOOL PLACEMENT AND RERABILITATIO:I OF THE 
MENTALLY WARDED I:l THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN ACCOlmiNOE WlTH THE PRO.. 
VISIONS OF THE FEDERAL REB:lBILI'fATIOI' OF HANDICAPPED (PuD1ic Law 113 ... 
1943) OTHERffiSE DOD AS THE VOCATIONAL REB:ABILITATIO!J ACTS ... 1943 
!! 
T j, :S L E VII (page 2) ~~ 
S'.U.TES VffiiOH PROVIDE AFTER SCHOOL PLACEMENT AND REI!A.BILITATION OF THE !j 
MEN'rALLY RETARDED IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PRO- ·1 
VISIONS OF THE FEDERAL REHABILITATION OF HANDICAPPED (h~lic Law 113 • 
1
!
1 
.• 
1943) OTHERWISE KNOWN AS THE VOCATIONAL RERA.BILIT.&.TION .A,CTS - 1943 ,, 
=====================================================: 
State Yes No S-ba.te 
South Carolina No Vermont 
South Dakota l'o Virginia 
-
Wash~o:a 
Yes West Virginia 
Utah No Wisconsin 
Wyoming 
S U M M A R Y ... TA.BLE VII 
(46) (49) 
Yes No 
lfo 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
ltt.TION.AL POTDTU ... t. 
I' q 
;; 
!, 
,I 
II 
!: 
:I 
I· 
II 
i! I 
" 
, .
. , 
! II 
ii 
'! 
i 
'! 
:I 
!/ 
L ,, 
lj 
II : Yes __ 19 4J. .. 30'fo 38.77% 
~ I 
No 21 
_2_ 
TOTAL * NO 30 
I 
\I 
45.65% 42.85% 
18.,6% 
61.22% 
,, 
,, 
!; 
i: ;i 
I 
·I )I 
•I 
I 
l 
TABLE VIII 
ST.&.TES HAVING ANY STA!'tE PROVISION FOR OOCUP.ATIONAL TRAINING FOR THE SLOW 
LEARNERtt DULL NORJIAL OR MENTALLY RE!'ARDED.~~ NOT ACCEPTED BY VOO.UIONAL 
SCHOOLS FOR TRAINING 9 THIS TRAINING (occupational) BEING REDJJBURSED UNDER 
THE PROVISIONS OF THE FEDERAL S:W:TH.,.lf\JGHES .MJT" 
Colorada 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Indiana 
Iowa 
Yes 
.,. ... 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
State 
Mississippi 
New Jersey 
North CaroH.n.a 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
PennsylT&nia 
Rhode Island 
South Carolina 
South Dakota 
Yes 
-
_ ... 
No 
Yes 
No 
No 
No 
Yes - 2 Classes 
tor slow 
leal"ners 
No 
-
...... 
-
;, 
·I 
T .A B L E VIII (pag~ 2) 
STATES HAVING Al4"Y STATE PROVISION FOR OCCUPATIONAL TRAINING FOR THE SLOW 
LEi.RNER, DULL NOID.W. OR MENTALLY Rll:fARDED 11 NOT .ACCEPTED BY VOCATIONAL 
SCHOOLS FOR TRAINING D THIS TRAINING (occupational) BElllG REIMBURSED UbiDER 
THE PROVISIONS OF THE FEDERAL SMITH•IIDGiillS .ACT .. 
SUMKARY VIII 
NURBER PERC 
PER C:Elft REPLIES 
Y~s 4 8.69% 
No 36 78.26% 
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CONCLUSIONS 
From the Review of Literature and the results of this 
nation-wide survey relative to the legislative provisions for 
the education of the mentally retarded in the public schools~ 
it has been shown conclusively that since 1945 there has been 
a rapid and effective interest in legislation providing educa-
tion for the mentally retarded in the public schools. 
This interest is manifested in 38 states providing for the · 
such education$ 34 states making legal authorization and 27 
states making specific financial provisions for such educa-
tional programs. 
i 
27 states recognize local policies of special : 
!! 
I! salary differential for teachers of the mentally retarded in :: 
J! 
1i the public schools.. 4 of these states have established a 
;state-wide policy of salary differential for such teachers. 
li 
The need is becoming ever more apparent for a State Pro-
1 
\!gram providing for the co-ordination and extension of Vocation-
., 
li al Training, Guidance and Rehabilitation on behalf of the 
q 
l! mentally retarded in the public schools. 
:i 
!1 Specifically, in the case of Massachusetts 11 the recently ~ l 
lj enacted legislation providing a $500 differential to teachers 
I. 
I ~ 
of the mentally retarded was justified in order to recruit 
well-trained personnel and to re-establish and maintain the 
leadership in Special Education for which Massachusetts was 
once recognized. This survey also points up the urgent need 
for a complete review of the administrative policies of 
Education and an integration and co~ordination of the various 
services involved in carrying out an effective program. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
An outline of an integrated state program of Special Edu-
cation for Massachusetts, defining the organization, 
function, and responsibility for each of the six areas of 
the handieapped .. 
A proposed method of Job Analysis and survey of Occupa-
tional Opportunities in the Community that could be oon-
dueted under auspices and with the assistance of the State 
Vocational Rehabilitation Department, with a view to Job 
Training and Placement of the mentally handicapped .. 
A follow-up of Special Class pupils who have gone on to 
Vocational or Trade Schools determining their grade pro-
gress at the time of admission to Trade School and their 
subsequent vocational adjustment. 
A proposed adjusted plan of Vocational and Occupational 
Training for the mentally retarded that might be incor-
porated into the State Vocational Educational Program. 
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APPENDIX 
(CHAP. 703] 
AN AcT PROVIDING FOR REIMBURSEMENT TO CITIES AND 
TOWNS BY THE COMMONWEALTH FOR PAYMENT TO CERTAIN 
TEACHERS. 
Be it enacted, etc., as follows: 
Chapter 70 of the General Laws is hereby amended by 
inserting after section 3, as appearing in section 1 of chap-
ter 643 of the acts of 1948, the following section: - Sec-
tion 3A. In addition to the payments provided by section 
three, the state treasurer shall annually on or before Novem-
ber twentieth pay to any city or town certified by the com-
missioner to have paid teachers of classes conducted to 
meet the requirements of section forty-six of chapter seventy-
one compensation in excess of the regular compensation paid 
to its teachers, out of the proceeds of the taxation on incomes 
under chapter sixty-two or if such proceeds are insufficient 
from other revenues as may be appropriated therefor, a sum 
not to exceed five hundred dollars for each such teacher so 
paid. Approved August 2, 1950. 
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